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STREET RIOT, BLACK RIOT, CLASS RIOT:

Learning for a Riot of our O0wn.

Los Angleses 1965 and Detroit 1967, 1977 and

Southall 1978, Miami “and “Bristol “1980.

It「s not difficult to state the obyious about the

background to any of these 一 poyerty,police

brutality,racism or fascist pIovocation, Riots are

mostly unpredictable, unpremeditated and quickly

oyver. Organisations don“t plan

_

or Superyise them .

So in the main _we _haye been happy to PaSs

comment after the eyent、In hard times 一 Whent

revolutionaries are a little thin on the ground 一 a

spectacular riot confirms that the struggle is still

being taken into the streets, We watch while the

rioters act; they drive the police out for an after-

noon or a day, and We take Consolation,

How do we see eyvents developing When at last

We drive back-the forces of repression? Perhaps it

starts With a guerrilla war,followed by strikes and

a general insurrection. Or do the strikes come first?

Or do we exXpect the old forms to be eroded by the

neW,and rely on mass defections from the police

and army for the non-violent defence of What We

hayve Won2

Any eXplanation of this sort relegates the street-

riot to the status of a mere demonstration. In fact,

the riots which took place in Detroit, Liberty City

Miami and St, Pauls in Bristol shoW howW the argu-

ments about violence, leadership and organisationt

relate to some of the practicalities of revolt. Those

riots,Which were not planned ahead, which were

isolated, Which “were not informed “with “an

eXxplicitly revolutionary idea,Were nevertheless

reyolutionary events. 外hile the police were bein g

driven out and the streets Iep0sSessed, the citizens

organised the systematic theft and distribution of

food and other goods. Accounts of the 耳atts riot

show howy this process Was8 Undertaken Without

formal leadership,without discrimination on the

grounds of age 0 seX .with tbe minimum of

violence against people but the maximum “of

violence against all forms of property, without the

hierarchical division of labour,and in a spirit of

adventure Tather代an Teyenge. All the exXperts Were

shocked and confounded 一 _the official left,

aS Well as tbe social workers,tbhe community

leaders and the politicians. A prior conspiracy Was

invented to explain what was happening、At the

same time, they demanded that riots be put downt

with the utmost severity .

But weren“t tbhese Iace riots? Yes,tbhey Were.

They all took place in areas with mainly black

populations. Discrimination against them Was One

outstanding cause of discontent、 The Bristol riot

started When the pigs tried to close down the last

Ccafe in St. Pauls. In Miami, it started whenl an all-

White jury accquitted four white policemen of

murdering a black driver who「d committed a traffic

offence.

And no,they Were not Tace riots,because the

conflict in the streets Was not between blacks and

Whites,but between the population 一 mainly

blacks 一 and the defenders of property. In Miami

and 外atts,tbhere Were isolated attacks on Whites

who were driving through tbhe neighbourhood 一

tbhough not“on white residents、But in general,

integrated groups of rioters fought black and White

police alike, while the solidarity of the looters did

not extend to black shopkeepers. The Looters in

Watts made it quite clear tbhat what they Were

looking Was not equality with working-class Whites,

but the complete subversion of property 一 all of

nothing,The issue raised by the St, Pauls riot

is not only the status of blacks in Britain, but the

Status of Britain. These riots were class riots.They

Were face riots because blacks in Britain and

AmeTica 8Te 2 Permanent

underclass8,An individual black may get rich , but

the blacks as a Whole represent poverty. It is they

  

NH 口M5 GOJN4 GE5T5 Tbh6H

一ME 史94GNHS KET GOIN6...

  

  

wWho acted first and the whites who followed in

taking back what is systematically denied them :

not better pool-halls,not more jobs,not even

“equal justice“ ~ but total and immediate freedom .

The issue of racism is not swallowed up by the

issue of class. But in the riots, the two Were fused.

The authorities were quick to deny that WWatts and

St。Pauls were race riots. 旭hy? Not only to

preserye a public image of good “race relations“, but

because to admit that would have been begging the

question: why were whites not attacked2 Why did

black and white looters work together2 The answer

is: because these riots were about poverty. Rather

than admit this, they chose to talk about pingpong

and police relations,unemployment and “Under-

can be sure,however,that tbey
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learnt some of the real lessons of St. Pauls. As the
local deputy police chief said afterwards:“We are
going to _make sure that law and order are
established and maintained in the future.“

The difference between St. Pauls and Lewisham
or Southall is clear. The first was spontaneous and
shccessful; its suddenness and sayagery it took
the state completely by surprice,They want to
make SuTe they are not surprised again . The rioters
made enough time and enough space for people to
Put the _desire for freedom into practice、No
demands were made,no concessions given、The
Watts riot developed from an incident inyolying
traffic police and pedestrains into a virtual insur-
Tection i a Space of hours:讨 took four days,
thousands of troops and an armoured division to
SUpPTess it. The story in St. Pauls was the same, On
2 SIm a]lef 8Cale .

At Lewisham, however, the aim Was never really
to take control of the streets、The date,the
Purpose and probably the plan were known in
advance. We had our demands and our perspectivyes
for the day、 We attacked the police when they
Were strongest and most prepared. What We Won 一
at cost 一 Was more Symbollic and temporary than
tangible or permanent.。 But even tbere, we
eXperienced a freedom and an exhilaration 一 and a
fear 一 With which everyday life has little to
compare.

 

 

What about the problem of violence? For the

people of Watts, there Was no problem . It took no

more a day for the majority of law-abiding

citizens to get out onto the streets. Bveryone took

part in the looting and distribution of food, not

just men, tbe young and the able-bodied.

In the first moments of the St. Pauls riot, when

the mood was angry,讨 Was a small number of

mainly young people who threw bricks after the

retreating police、O0thers shut themselves up in

fright in their houses.Later,many of theml came

out and joined in. But it is not in the early hours

that people are hurt. It is later 一 when the police

come back in force 一 that people are injured or

killed、In St,Pauls, the police did not use 8hns.

Nobody died and few were seriously injured.

Violence emerged as a problem When the police

Te-occupied the district,intimidating the popu-

lation and making hundreds of arrests. In Watts

and Miami,violence 一 the numbers of people

killed or seriously injured 一 reached the level to

which the authorities forced it、 They brought in

thbe national guard: the rioters took up arms in

Tesponse. In Watts, the killing took place not Whent

the people Were 0n the offensiye,but when the

police and army began 8niping &t looters and

passers-by.、 The rioters8 armed themgelyes after

the police had been driven back, in to defend

What was already Won、 By 圭

诊

time,the motive

Was not the desire for p识 blood,but the fear of

being beaten once a8ain. 27 looter8 died, 5 police

and national

In this kind of riot, thenl, the initial yictory has

always been relatively easy and painle88, The police

have always been taken by 8UFpTig6,alWay8 beent

forced to beat a rapid retreat、The question is: if

street-riots become commonplac6 and therefore

more predictable,wil the authorities allowW themm -

selyes to be beaten so easily9 W训 they arm

themselves? they begin to 0ceupy the streets

in greater force, ready for trouble? Given that riots

hayve always 一 so far 一ended in Ma88-aITests and

more Tepression,are they Worth the price that

Usually has to be paid afterWard82

This is a question which can Only be ansWered

by those Who are angry enough,and desperate

enough,to start one 一 of else by th08e who have

taken part in a riot,and from 让 found new self-

Tespect, an aWareness of tbeir 8uperiority over

commodities and their guardians the police. In the

early stages of a riot, the problem is not Whether

we use violent or non-violent tactics,but whether

We are Sure We can win、 Anger of that Kkind can

only be released violently. If the authorities are

Weak in _numbers and preparation,feW People

Usually get hurt. If the authorities are Teady and

waiting,the riot will probably not get 0ff the

ground anyWay..

  

In the second stage,when the police are gone

and the streets occupied, it is a question of self-

defence, collectively and individually

、

Nobody

can reasonably argue that the way to do this is to

lie down en Imasse6,eXposing yourself to the

enemy“s blows 一 forcing your moral grandeur to

the point of sparing him the trouble of using more

force by giving hp on the spot. Non-violence does

not equal pacifism : it means doing is

necessarIy to prevent people getting hurt、In tbat

河
雄

 C 

sense, you are obyviously justified in shooting first

to stay alive.

In the final stage, when the police and army are

closing only Way of making suTe feW

people as possible get hurt is by making sure the

riot spreads 一 in other words, by turning it into a

general insurrection. An impossible dream2 Make

Up your 0Wn mind about that.

But there is the other kind of riot, the kind that

happened at Lewisham and Southall and

It is here that specifically non-violent tactics come

into their own.、The police are present in their

thousands.。 They are radio-linked to a central

command, and they have helicopters. The fightin g

never got us anyWhere. The plan at Lewisham Was

simple: 5,000 people would oceupy the High

Street and stay tbhere. The fascists would not be

able to march through the town because the towWnt

Was completely blocked.

It ought to have been easy to do this. How did

the police physically remoye such a large cCToNWd?

They linked arms in ranks two or three-deep and

pushed、 Once we were moving tbey split us up.

Why didn“t we link arms in ranks five-deep and

push back? TwWo reasons: one,We just havent

learned how to link arms properly,and two, 一

which amounts to the sante thing 一 We Were afraid

of being arrested by “snatch-squads“. The simplest

WATTS

of non-violent tactics, and one requiring no prior

arrangement,could haye given us the day、We

didn“t manage
_

it Instead,we let ourselyes be

drawn into sporadic fighting where We could not

possibly haye expected to win,and Where people

Were certain to be injured and arrested in large

numbers. Hard as We may campaign for the SPG to

be disbanded,our oWn lack of elementary street-

organisation remains part of the reason Why they

Were allowed to run amok in Southall.

So what about riots? Obyiously,they aren“t a

sufficient requirement for permanently taking over

the streets, let alone for a evolution. But When so

much energy is being spent on defending benefits,

the right to work, the right to engage in the endless

pursuit of commodities, then riots and looting 一

like theft, sabotage and absenteeism 一 are Ways of

taking back into our own hands what has beemt

taken 《from “us: material abundance,time, and

freedom,. Rioting is not a substitute for

continuous revolutionary activity,but it is a part

of it.It may be oyer in a few hours or days,but

every class-motivated “riot

“

is a

“

Potential

insurrection. So we can“t haye a riot of our 0Wnt

just yet,We should make sure We g0 along and

learn at other peoples.

S识n

All the theorists and spokesmen of the international left (or rather of its nothingness) deplored the

irresponsibility and the disorder, the pillaging and above all the fact that arms and alcohol Were the first

targets for plunder; finally that 2,000 fires had been started by the WWatts gasoline throwers to light up

their battle and their ball. But who was there to defend the rioters of Los Angeles in the terms they

deserve2 ,

.

、Let us leayve the economists to grieve over the 27 million dollars lost, and the town planners

over one of their most beautiful supermarkets gone .up in smoke,and McIntyre over his slain Deputy

Sheriff; let the sociologists weep over the absurdity and intoxication of this rebellion.

Bobbi Hollon had this to say to the Herald Tribune in October:“Before, people Were ashamed to say

they came from 旭atts. They“d mumble it. Now they say it With pride. Boys Who always Went around with

their shirts open to the waist and who「d have cut you into strips in half a second, used to apP1y here eveTy

morning. They organised the distribution of food.“

International Situationist Magazine No9 , 1965.

DETROIT

Anti-white feeling ran high on 12th. Street in the heart of the city“「s major Negro ghetto, but elsewhere 一

and especially in the integrated neighbourhaods 一 Negro looters smiled and Waved at White police and

neWSmen.

Along one section of Grand River Avenue, Where negToes and southern whites live in adjoining neigh-

bourhoods, stores Were raided by integrated bands of looters. At Packer「s, a block-long food and clothes

store, a negro looter boosted a White looter through a WindoW. Scores of other negroes and whites looted

and chatted side by side in the store, loading shopping carts, boxes and bags With booty .

NewW York times Thursday 17th July 1967.

BRISTOL

But if there was a limited participation by Whites in the rioting, the evidence from both black and

white witnesses is that White people were heavily inyvolved in the looting in the four hours - 7 to 11 pm -

When their Was no police pIesence.

White punks appear to have joined in the looting, and there are even accounts - barely credible except

that they come from three different sources - that old Whoite people,even one in a Wheelchair,

Were helping themselyes to goods in the shattered APC self-service food shop-

The Guardian Saturday April 5th 1980.
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International Situationist Magazine No9 , 1965.

DETROIT

Anti-white feeling ran high on 12th. Street in the heart of the city“「s major Negro ghetto, but elsewhere 一

and especially in the integrated neighbourhaods 一 Negro looters smiled and Waved at White police and

neWSmen.

Along one section of Grand River Avenue, Where negToes and southern whites live in adjoining neigh-

bourhoods, stores Were raided by integrated bands of looters. At Packer「s, a block-long food and clothes
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NewW York times Thursday 17th July 1967.

BRISTOL

But if there was a limited participation by Whites in the rioting, the evidence from both black and
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The Guardian Saturday April 5th 1980.

 



MOTHERS ARE WOMEN TO0!

In the early seventies We Were an8gTy 一 We Said We

are not baby machines, We are not Imen“「s8 dolls o

slayes,We need not all or always haye men 一 i

Was a good time,there WaS a closeness for SOIme,

but it went wrong someWhere 一 instead of making

训 easief to be gay it became hard to be hetero-

seXual; instead of being free not to haye

Or to haye only the _number When _and Where

Welcome, it is hard to haye children at all; instead

of women being able to enjoy their work and excel

at讨

,

noW We cannot just“ haye jobs or be mothers.

It has become as rigid as it should have been free

一 and by doing so exXcludes many WOmen. NoW,

far from finding life easier many of us fall betweent

tWo _camps 一 We are“odd“enough not to be

Welcome in the old school of motherhood and

m arriage,but We are too“「straight“to be part of

tbhe Women「8 m OYement.

But we are all Women, and We are not poWerful.

We do not seek power oyer others, but it would be

good to be recognised once in a while. I have beenl

0n some “pro-abortion“rallies and haye alWays

found it isolating. I got the distinct impression that

it was only the mothers Who had had their children

Per-1967 that Were acceptable,tbose of us with

younger children Were misfits. The last time I went

0n a b识 “pro-abortion“ demo, I went with friends,

We took our kids and stuck together 一 we had all

eXperienced the same Uneasiness 一 to be 0n an

abortion rally,as they haye been,Can seem a

negation of our kids and our love for them . The

Women「s m 0vement is distinctly anti-child in some

Way8 一 a list of demands once included abortion

on demand and twentyfour hour nurseries 一 wWhy

not test tube “babies,and an end to personal

relationships and fulfilling careers for all 一 think

about it, it stinksl!

Kids should be conceived and born because they

are Welcome,and Dad housing, l0W Wages 0 no

Wage8 at all,should not get in the Way of that.

Abortion is the ansWer When We do not Want to

haye a child but we hayve become pIregnant,it is

not the ansWer to the lousy conditions We live in,

they are part of the struggle.

Abortion has a place in the struggle,just as

important,but not more s0,for better conditions

to live in, Work in and play in 一 and freer heads to

do all that.

That「s where “the NAC “(national abortion

campaign) has gone Wrong and s0 alienated a lot

of women. The“abortion“ issue“has polarised into

tWo camps. As an anarchist I have no time for the

SPUC crowd (society for the protection of the

unborn child)、They speak of life but not about

the quality of life, and the Weapons they Use are

so “disgusting “that “their “motiyes “become
questionable at the very least. If they did put

ettort into helping Women haye children by

fighting to improve the conditions of those Women

(as they pay lip service to in their pamphlets) they

might haye some they prefer to

concentrate on dead foetus「 and &uilt 一 this kind

of emotional blackmail is not just below the belt,

but incredibly painful to, for eXaIm ple, Women Whio

haye “to choose between _n “abortion _or a

handicapped child. I don“t think SPUC gives these

Women any moral Support, but unfortunately NAC

doesn“t either.

Most of the women I KnoW,MWith and Without

children, myself included, while agreeing ith and

knowing the need for the availability of abortion ,

find the NAC very hard to support, Mainly because

it comes oyer as Very anti-child and anti-m other.

Yes,We should haye the choice to

_

bear Children,

and to choose the time when We do 0f don“t. But

it has become hard for those of us Who choose to

hayve children to do it with any SUppoIt from our

Supposed sisters. It is still yery hard to be either a

full time or a part time mother, I thought we had

Won tbat battle a long time ago,but now the

PTressure comes from both sides of society, It has

been pointed out to me, and I take the point, that

one Teas0n Why many WOmen haye COncentrated

their efforts on campaigning for abortion rights, is

that they are having to defend the limited gains of

the “67 abortion act against repeated attacks

(White, Benyon and Corrie). Many of them Would

prefer to use their energies in more directions.All

the I haye seen “rights“or “improyements「

in such things as nurseries, playgroups, childbirth ,

be eroded or completely disappear Without Such a

vigorous cam paign to defend them .

WWe concentrate 0n _abortion because We fear

unwanted pregnancies and We forget the laughter

of children、 NAC should not exclude mothers of

with children fear unplanned

pregnancy as much a8 Women Without,. In SOme

Ways 让 is Worse 0nce we haye given birth 一 we

know , We haye a loud joy of birth 一 for some of us

that makes abortion hard. If we get“abortion on

demand“wWe must make Sure tbhe demand is our

0Wn. Already there have been instances of Women

only getting abortions if they agree to be sterilised

at the same time 一 a Imedically dangerous

combination. It is easier to get an abortion than it

is to get a council flat. Don“t you think We screwed

up somewhere? No, I don“t mean Teverse the two, 〖

do 仪ean fight for both! And if you cant manage

that, at least Tecognise the struggle.

Some of the“abortion on demand「campaigners

m ake it sound as the realisation of this Will mean

the struggle is over, Control over our bodies is

essential (tho「“ by no means the end of the story) 一

but the idea that the right to abortion giyes us the

control over our bodies is bullshit. It gives some

control oyer a Very small part, that attitude itself

is guilty of labelling women as only baby machines.

My body has more problems than just its ability

to conceiye. I would like more control oyer

DOCTORS generally in order to become a healthy

WOman. A few years a80,the Womens ImOyement

Wa8 talking about Imenstrual extraction,to some it

Was a Imeans of getting over periods, it had also the

attraction of being a Way of aborting Very 800n

after conception remowying both the more grisly

aspect of abortion and tbhe need for waiting 一 or

rather forced delay 一 Which to my mind is one of

the worst horrors especially if you haye already

born a child .

Also the place taken up by doctors,social

Workers and psychiatrists becomes Vacant 一 2

welcome sight! I dom:t know what happened to all

those ideas,maybe they didn“t work or maybe

they got sWallowed up. Whatever, they weret the

only ansWer, We Still need abortion for women Who

are seyeral months pregnant, but it Would be a big

improvement to haye doctors play a much smaller

part in both abortion and birth.

We do also need better contraception,We do

need better housing to bring our kids up in,we

need more money so that bringing hp children is

not a constant struggle to stand still. 外 e also need

to be able to haye children whatever our social

standing; We shouldn“t have to be married or the

right age, intelligence, class, of Whatever is

fashionable that year. How often do you hear the

womens moyement fighting for that? The Woments

moyement should be able to fight on more levels,

讨 would be less divisive if it was seen that bad

housing and low incomes were also high on the

agenda.

women thbe active in _the movement hayve in

common with those outside of it. I realise that if

you hayn“t a““housing problem “ it might not seemm

important to fight for improvements. If you haynt

had a struggle to bring up children because of

lousy external conditions, maybe it doesn “t hit you

between the eyes, but it should.

When its hard to bring hp kids the ansWer isn t

not to have them ,but to change What makes i

hard、That is not saying everyone should have

babies, but it is saying that the fight is wider than

just stopping hnwanted children,It is Still harc

bringing up -wanted children,isn“t that Wor土

fighting about?

And Spare a thought for the women Who haye

great difficulty in conceiving. The obsession of the

Im oyeIment With abortion must draW tbem nearer

to their “sisters「 - like a hole in the head.

All I am asking for is a little less rant, and a lot

more love. It「s as soppy as that. Some of us want

children, we do not demand that everybody does

the same,But open up the movyement to us all,

m ake us Welcome,make _our children welcome,

recognise the wWider struggles that are just as

TIECESSaIy .

The demand to bring children up is just as

im portant as the demand to haye an abortion.

Don“t make the two incompatible: We might

need one

_

or the

_

other,both or neither 一 We

certainly need each other.

Charlotte Baggins.

Note:“Solidarity“, a national libertarian socialist organisation, produced 2,000 leaflets to hand out on

an Anti-Corrie Abortion Demo. They attacked the power of parliament and the medical profession and

eXplained the direct alternative of women setting Up self-help groups and using safe self-abortion

methods (emphasising that suitable conditions and knowledge HAD to be acquired). A restatement of

original feminist ideas,this leaflet Was condemned by many WOmens 8TOUPs and organisations,Who

mistakenly presumed it advocated primitive and dangerous methods. The state is still deciding whether to

PIrosecute.
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You are not communica-

ting.

What is all this irrelevant

historical bullshit?

What about tbhe present?

And a fewW specifics.

We all know that the only

REAL freedom is

economic,and that there

are 8 Small number “of

criminals directly

Tesponsible for denying it to

you. And they will continue

to control your puny lives

a8 long as “you keep

Publishing self-indulgent

CTap。

Ten “per cent “of the

people “in “this country

control ninety per cent of

tbhe land,and with it the

m eans to a living。

Greedy parasites like the

Duke of Westminster who,

according to a recent CIS

Teport,“0Wns「“15,000 acTes

in “Cheshire, 14,000 in

Wales, 100,000 in Scotland,

900 in Shropshire, an estate

in Northern Ireland ,shop-

Ping centres and a 12,000

acre industrial estate 。in

Canada, developement in

Hawaii, a 100.000 acre

sheep farm in Australia and

300 acres of Mayfair and

Belgravia which is “valued「

at “one“ˇt也 ousand “million

Pounds.。 This bastard is

enjoying a champagne-filled

life at your expense,and

there are hundreds like him ,

all Wearing jackboots.Not

Surprisingly,they take pains

to keep their em barrassing

activities “quiet, but if

people like you “don“t

eXpose “them “奴 HO THE

FUCK WILL? The Daily

M ail2

It「s all very “well to

SCTeamm “smash everything「

but 识 yourre Teally

interested in change you

hayve to get people to listen

to you,and you won“t do

it by remaining an esoteric

bunch “of slogan-m ongeTs.

The diggers etc. are all dead.

The only people Who count

are the ones Wh0 are alive

nowW,and讨 doesn“t matter

Whether “tbhey call tbem-

selyes “anarchists “or

Mickey Mouse club . 印e are

all human beings.

So,讨 you get another

issue off the ground give us

Im ore Specifics. More about

Andy Bruce and the others

inyolyed in that Unsayvoury

affair.。 And,by tbe Way,

Why “Were three of four

posters unprintable? Were

you “afraid you “might

offend someone? God help

us! Cut cap and VTrite

something worth Teading.

No Wonder your silly Tag is

going “down “the “chute!

Kind regards.

Pat Condell.

Dear Anarchy,

Thanks for sending me

the“Anarchy“magazine, 【

thought 讨 was yery good

and “interesting:。 I can t

Teally understand 习is

“Tevolution“ thing,I dont

Want to destroy the system .

I am a Nihilist and Heretic.

I don“t care,(well, I do a

bit).。Now ITm “really into

Rock Against Sexism and

【 like Crass, I like

their atitude、To be honest

I thought most of the stuff

WaS just Eearsy,I _don t

giye a shit about “class War“.

AnyWay, Keep Up a gTeat

Im38.

Yours faithfully,

Tom.

Dear Anarchy ,

Greetings, felicitationss,

bonjour, and howdy.

1 have received a copy of

Anarchy 28 and was hoping

to“get back _to you on i

before this,but the schedule

0f eyents here and a general

lack of funds have hampered

8ny efforts in that particular

direction until now.

Iam Wondering if it would

be possible to get on your

mailing list as a typical

indigent (broke) unemployed

(imprisoned) long-haired

bearded anarchist (shudder).

I _would like to make the

SaIm6 of Freedoms,

but I seem to havye lost their

addres88.【ml hoping you cant

help me With these Tequests.

Interesting things keep

happening here in the Land

of the Fee,The prisoners

here recently Won a lawsuit

against the State and this

Prison “has “been “declared

Cruel and Unusual

Punishment,That ought to

start the ball rolling a little

faster against the EORCES

OF EVIL. Our Brother Carl

Harp is still busy fighting the

State and it apPears that he is

landing some terrible blows

on it at this time。

In “the “meantime, Our

PUblication, the

ANARCHIST BLACK

DRAGON , has been declared

“contraband 「 at this

institution and is barred from

coming in、 (That decision is

Tidiculous、We write here

and the clowns Say We cant

read it!) The main objection

against it is that it “advocates

the ˇoverthrow “of “tbe

government of the United

States and its institutions“.

I _wonder What issues the

institution has been looking

at、None of the ones We“Ve

Put out haye advocated such

2 COUTse of action.

Does a lumberjack put his

aX6 t0 a tree that is already

falling2

  

]

 

AnyWay,We nOW havye 3

suits against “the Prison

inyolying this issue. The

first suit says tbhat

Personally can read “any

thing 【 feel like here so

long as 让 doesnt endangeT

the ˇsecurity ˇof ,the

institution. The second

Suit

“

8498 that 。the

Anarchist “Black “Dragon

Collective has the right to

Write and publish anything

it pleases - Freedom of the

Press and all that.、The

third one, in the name of

the publication “itself,is

in “under “Freedom “of

access to the media. All of

these “rights haye “beent

upheld by “the “highest

court i the land 80 tbhe

only real question We haye

s When do We Win.

Winning is a foregone

conclusion.

Here「s the deal on that. If

the court dismisses the

case, 讨 is ruling that

Anarchy is illegal - 4

yiolation of our right to do

as We see fit. So the State

Would lose if we wWere so

bold as to release a Ieport

of their decision、If the

case continues and We lose

in “court,it w训 be an

admission by “the State

that 1) we are hurting

them; and 2) that these

“rights“don“t mean a thing

under the laws of this

country、 If “the “case

continues and the _court

finds in our favour, it is an

admission that We got a

8good grip on ourselyes and

that Anarchy per se is not

8 threat to the people of

tbhis country.

How Can “We 。lose2

In _my own case,it has

been “discoveredthat “the

m ain “Witness against Ime

committed perjury in his

testimony “and so I hope

to be out of here shortly..

On the“other hand; the

State is not knoWn for its

honesty and fairness 80

maybe Ill just sit here for

8 little longer,Either way

the fight will continue,【

take the revolution kind of

Personal. It doesnt matter

so much where We do the

fighting - it matters that We

fight.

Besides, my grandparents

camefrom the old country..

With a grandfather from

Donegal and 2

grandmother from Dublin

I feel that I got a bit of a

head start on these slaye -

Imakers O0Vyer here.

Well I guess that 「s it,A

longer “心istory“ of our

suits “against “the State

concerning our publication

Will be coming out shortly.

If the stamps hold up T

try to send you a copy.

Oh yes.The court the

suits are in has asked us b3y

What authority We exist.

The ansWer to thbem “W35

that the basis of our right

to exist is found in _the

common laW “and “g0es

back to a time priof to

that When people banded

together “to “pursue a

common g0al。 In short,

who “needs permission

(「authority) to exist?

To all the brothers and

sisters in prison through-

out the world,hunted by

the FORCES O0F EVIL,

and/lor simply fighting

these FORCES OF EVIL,

I and the ANARCHIST

BLACK DRAGON

COLLECTIVE send “our

greetings.。 Keep “up “the

good Work,We got all

the 0PPTeSs0TS

SURROUNDED.

Neither God nor Master.

John H Bosch 253269

Anarchist “Black “Dragont

Collective.

P.O0.Box 520,

Walla Walla, WA 99362.

USA「

 

Greetings Brothers && SisteTs,

Here things are

_

ok and 1

am “Well。 Finally out of

segregation ,but still in San

Quentin “the “most “Tacist,

8ang-run,violent prison in all

of “Amerikkka,Lots in the

Works around “transfers and

eXpect a victory soon,but

We“山 see. As you may Know all

criminal Charges WeTe

dismissed against me in the

May 1979 Prison take-oveT,

and We Won hands

Civil suit in Federal Court this

year around the treatment,

conditions,。 and brutality in

the Washington State

Penitentiary! Real “happy

about “these victories, and

inspired after many defeats to

8g0 on for more. My appeal for

a neW trial is still Working so

no news

Susan Harp“_7074 132 N.E.

Kirkland, WN . 98033. She and

I got married here on Sept 2nd

Fine, beautiful, little sister

that I like so much I love her.

Dave met her in his travels.

Also now out from Pulp Press

in Canada is my book LOVE

RAGE (diary with drawings)

82.00 plus postage to Claire

Culhane 3965 Pandora St.

Burnaby, B.C. Canada

(Prisoner「s Rights Group).If

you like the book help uis

moyve 讨 for Defense Funds,

P.R.G,and Pulp Press, Funds.

Also got posters out I did with

North American Anarchist in

Toronto (6 “for 810.00) 一

funds to Prison Group there

and my Defense Fund,、 Buys

little anarchist hey? Smile.

A 丁.D.C,all

_

over Amerikkka

in exile, but we is still

No “Anarchy s

have showed Upˇ here yet 一

Please do send、Miss you all.

Well,Hope this letter m akes

it through enemy lines and

finds you all well, 【 think

about you all even when 【

don“t Write、Let「s8 get Dack

together.Love and hugs from

the belly of the beastl

Love 及 Rage,

Carl LNARP)



You are not communica-

ting.

What is all this irrelevant

historical bullshit?

What about tbhe present?

And a fewW specifics.

We all know that the only

REAL freedom is

economic,and that there

are 8 Small number “of

criminals directly

Tesponsible for denying it to

you. And they will continue

to control your puny lives

a8 long as “you keep

Publishing self-indulgent

CTap。

Ten “per cent “of the

people “in “this country

control ninety per cent of

tbhe land,and with it the

m eans to a living。

Greedy parasites like the

Duke of Westminster who,

according to a recent CIS

Teport,“0Wns「“15,000 acTes

in “Cheshire, 14,000 in

Wales, 100,000 in Scotland,

900 in Shropshire, an estate

in Northern Ireland ,shop-

Ping centres and a 12,000

acre industrial estate 。in

Canada, developement in

Hawaii, a 100.000 acre

sheep farm in Australia and

300 acres of Mayfair and

Belgravia which is “valued「

at “one“ˇt也 ousand “million

Pounds.。 This bastard is

enjoying a champagne-filled

life at your expense,and

there are hundreds like him ,

all Wearing jackboots.Not

Surprisingly,they take pains

to keep their em barrassing

activities “quiet, but if

people like you “don“t

eXpose “them “奴 HO THE

FUCK WILL? The Daily

M ail2

It「s all very “well to

SCTeamm “smash everything「

but 识 yourre Teally

interested in change you

hayve to get people to listen

to you,and you won“t do

it by remaining an esoteric

bunch “of slogan-m ongeTs.

The diggers etc. are all dead.

The only people Who count

are the ones Wh0 are alive

nowW,and讨 doesn“t matter

Whether “tbhey call tbem-

selyes “anarchists “or

Mickey Mouse club . 印e are

all human beings.

So,讨 you get another

issue off the ground give us

Im ore Specifics. More about

Andy Bruce and the others

inyolyed in that Unsayvoury

affair.。 And,by tbe Way,

Why “Were three of four

posters unprintable? Were

you “afraid you “might

offend someone? God help

us! Cut cap and VTrite

something worth Teading.

No Wonder your silly Tag is

going “down “the “chute!

Kind regards.

Pat Condell.

Dear Anarchy,

Thanks for sending me

the“Anarchy“magazine, 【

thought 讨 was yery good

and “interesting:。 I can t

Teally understand 习is

“Tevolution“ thing,I dont

Want to destroy the system .

I am a Nihilist and Heretic.

I don“t care,(well, I do a

bit).。Now ITm “really into

Rock Against Sexism and

【 like Crass, I like

their atitude、To be honest

I thought most of the stuff

WaS just Eearsy,I _don t

giye a shit about “class War“.

AnyWay, Keep Up a gTeat

Im38.

Yours faithfully,

Tom.

Dear Anarchy ,

Greetings, felicitationss,

bonjour, and howdy.

1 have received a copy of

Anarchy 28 and was hoping

to“get back _to you on i

before this,but the schedule

0f eyents here and a general

lack of funds have hampered

8ny efforts in that particular

direction until now.

Iam Wondering if it would

be possible to get on your

mailing list as a typical

indigent (broke) unemployed

(imprisoned) long-haired

bearded anarchist (shudder).

I _would like to make the

SaIm6 of Freedoms,

but I seem to havye lost their

addres88.【ml hoping you cant

help me With these Tequests.

Interesting things keep

happening here in the Land

of the Fee,The prisoners

here recently Won a lawsuit

against the State and this

Prison “has “been “declared

Cruel and Unusual

Punishment,That ought to

start the ball rolling a little

faster against the EORCES

OF EVIL. Our Brother Carl

Harp is still busy fighting the

State and it apPears that he is

landing some terrible blows

on it at this time。

In “the “meantime, Our

PUblication, the

ANARCHIST BLACK

DRAGON , has been declared

“contraband 「 at this

institution and is barred from

coming in、 (That decision is

Tidiculous、We write here

and the clowns Say We cant

read it!) The main objection

against it is that it “advocates

the ˇoverthrow “of “tbe

government of the United

States and its institutions“.

I _wonder What issues the

institution has been looking

at、None of the ones We“Ve

Put out haye advocated such

2 COUTse of action.

Does a lumberjack put his

aX6 t0 a tree that is already

falling2
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AnyWay,We nOW havye 3

suits against “the Prison

inyolying this issue. The

first suit says tbhat

Personally can read “any

thing 【 feel like here so

long as 让 doesnt endangeT

the ˇsecurity ˇof ,the

institution. The second

Suit

“

8498 that 。the

Anarchist “Black “Dragon

Collective has the right to

Write and publish anything

it pleases - Freedom of the

Press and all that.、The

third one, in the name of

the publication “itself,is

in “under “Freedom “of

access to the media. All of

these “rights haye “beent

upheld by “the “highest

court i the land 80 tbhe

only real question We haye

s When do We Win.

Winning is a foregone

conclusion.

Here「s the deal on that. If

the court dismisses the

case, 讨 is ruling that

Anarchy is illegal - 4

yiolation of our right to do

as We see fit. So the State

Would lose if we wWere so

bold as to release a Ieport

of their decision、If the

case continues and We lose

in “court,it w训 be an

admission by “the State

that 1) we are hurting

them; and 2) that these

“rights“don“t mean a thing

under the laws of this

country、 If “the “case

continues and the _court

finds in our favour, it is an

admission that We got a

8good grip on ourselyes and

that Anarchy per se is not

8 threat to the people of

tbhis country.

How Can “We 。lose2

In _my own case,it has

been “discoveredthat “the

m ain “Witness against Ime

committed perjury in his

testimony “and so I hope

to be out of here shortly..

On the“other hand; the

State is not knoWn for its

honesty and fairness 80

maybe Ill just sit here for

8 little longer,Either way

the fight will continue,【

take the revolution kind of

Personal. It doesnt matter

so much where We do the

fighting - it matters that We

fight.

Besides, my grandparents

camefrom the old country..

With a grandfather from

Donegal and 2

grandmother from Dublin

I feel that I got a bit of a

head start on these slaye -

Imakers O0Vyer here.

Well I guess that 「s it,A

longer “心istory“ of our

suits “against “the State

concerning our publication

Will be coming out shortly.

If the stamps hold up T

try to send you a copy.

Oh yes.The court the

suits are in has asked us b3y

What authority We exist.

The ansWer to thbem “W35

that the basis of our right

to exist is found in _the

common laW “and “g0es

back to a time priof to

that When people banded

together “to “pursue a

common g0al。 In short,

who “needs permission

(「authority) to exist?

To all the brothers and

sisters in prison through-

out the world,hunted by

the FORCES O0F EVIL,

and/lor simply fighting

these FORCES OF EVIL,

I and the ANARCHIST

BLACK DRAGON

COLLECTIVE send “our

greetings.。 Keep “up “the

good Work,We got all

the 0PPTeSs0TS

SURROUNDED.

Neither God nor Master.

John H Bosch 253269

Anarchist “Black “Dragont

Collective.

P.O0.Box 520,

Walla Walla, WA 99362.

USA「

 

Greetings Brothers && SisteTs,

Here things are

_

ok and 1

am “Well。 Finally out of

segregation ,but still in San

Quentin “the “most “Tacist,

8ang-run,violent prison in all

of “Amerikkka,Lots in the

Works around “transfers and

eXpect a victory soon,but

We“山 see. As you may Know all

criminal Charges WeTe

dismissed against me in the

May 1979 Prison take-oveT,

and We Won hands

Civil suit in Federal Court this

year around the treatment,

conditions,。 and brutality in

the Washington State

Penitentiary! Real “happy

about “these victories, and

inspired after many defeats to

8g0 on for more. My appeal for

a neW trial is still Working so

no news

Susan Harp“_7074 132 N.E.

Kirkland, WN . 98033. She and

I got married here on Sept 2nd

Fine, beautiful, little sister

that I like so much I love her.

Dave met her in his travels.

Also now out from Pulp Press

in Canada is my book LOVE

RAGE (diary with drawings)

82.00 plus postage to Claire

Culhane 3965 Pandora St.

Burnaby, B.C. Canada

(Prisoner「s Rights Group).If

you like the book help uis

moyve 讨 for Defense Funds,

P.R.G,and Pulp Press, Funds.

Also got posters out I did with

North American Anarchist in

Toronto (6 “for 810.00) 一

funds to Prison Group there

and my Defense Fund,、 Buys

little anarchist hey? Smile.

A 丁.D.C,all

_

over Amerikkka

in exile, but we is still

No “Anarchy s

have showed Upˇ here yet 一

Please do send、Miss you all.

Well,Hope this letter m akes

it through enemy lines and

finds you all well, 【 think

about you all even when 【

don“t Write、Let「s8 get Dack

together.Love and hugs from

the belly of the beastl

Love 及 Rage,

Carl LNARP)



WE WANT BETTER 0DDS.

Wheneyer the question of “childcare“ or mother/

parenthood“ is raised 讨 is either met With a blank

stare

_

or groans and some hackneyed cIy of “oh,

alright Dll do the creche“. That「s not What it“s about.

Seyen years ago I had my first child, three years a80

my second. Oyer tbhose I hayve lived com-

munally, shared houses with people (there is a big

difference), and lived as a nuclear family, both in an

open house set up and in a yery closed OPPTessive

straight manner.

I chose to have kids, I didn“t ask you all about 训

and therefore you can turn round and Say“Yes, but

you did it on your own,Why drag me in noW yo0U

Want a babysitter「. 一back to Square onel

Let「s explore the steps one by 0ne:

Motherhood.

This is the big selling point 一 fulfillment, closeness,

a Special relationship“ 一 a baby is so tiny and needing

that her mother at first Spends twenty four hours a

day caring, loving and protecting her. No one else gets

much of a look in. They can of course, my children

have had yery different care from each other oyeI

their early years. My first child was breast/bottle fed ,

so that twice a twenty four hours I did not haye to be

with her. One of those I used for sleeping and the

other I went places、My first sight of her through

pethedine nightmares Was the most colourful and

amazing human in the world 一 she「“d made it, she Was

here 一 fantastic. Looking at her sleeping,this tiny

little person I became aware for the first time of the

committment I had made 一 I looked at her and

thought“For the next sixteen years y0U Will rule my

life,I will never be“free“again, you W训 need me

there and I yill hayve to obey the call. What the fuck

was I thinking of, Why didnt anyone tell me,WaIn

Ime, stop

So, less than twenty four hours old and the pattern

is set,the resentment has been yoiced 一 silently,

never admit your terror 一 she「s Smashed my Woman-

hood,my sexuality has overnight been turned into

motherhood into sacrifice and that awesome strength

of mothers who cope, who keep going, Who Support

and deny themselves 一 and while I am denied my

childt can never grow into a different freer Woman ,

she too will be denied, she too will have children and

remember her mother 一 quite a good mother, but she

didn“t love me enough , she kept trying to get

she poured all her frustration and angef 0Ver me.

And when she was eighteen months old she went

to a state nursery because I was ill and couldn“t cope

in the house that Was great as a Communal living

space,but impossible for two adults and one Child ,

and too many stairs,too much cleaning, too little

sleep, too few people, so much sSpace but none of 让

mine.

“*We Hift our eyes UpWards, but not to see the

it is to see the dust on the window sil and clean it.

Motherhood Mark Two.

This time ll do it right! Well the home birth was

obyiously better,and I threw myself into being the

best mother in the world. This daughter Was alWays

breast fed. I do belieye that it is better for the child

and could be for the mother. I did enjoy feeding her

一 a closeness8 there that has been called erotic and

could be likened to the closeness of screwing 一 and

there「s the rub 一 a 8atisfied mother, a demanding

baby 一 what did I do to this one? How did I fuck up

her chances2? 一 “Dll never leaye you, this time you“ll

stay With me,no putting you out to other people,

TL feed you0,nurture yY04 and g8roW strong

together“ 一 like hell We W训

,

You“ll eat my soul with

your grasping mouth and 8earching hands 一 in

desperation I stopped feeding her When she Was about

tWo and three quarter y68T8,but She still sucks and

claWs and plays 一 she calls them her tities as often as

mine oWn . Is that What they Im 68ant by“special

losing my body to a child? doe8 iyy have a special

bond with the wall it smothers7

And what Will she be 试 T am denied2 卫

议

she

exXpect to deny herself? W训 she haye children who

scTeaim if she goes out? W训 she 88y“TIl never leave

you“. Or now that the relationship is changing and

Im trying to widen it and find the other pieces“Tll

return“2 W训 I be granted at most an“aWayday“to

life? 一 to work to friends to all things that people

need to growW/to live.

And What Will that do to us, us mother daughters

一 Where did the woman go 一 Wa8 She ever thbere?

Kids

For kids to be able to wWalk aWay they need tWo

things: the self-possession gained from their care/love

/security and the knowledge that they Can .

1. Get aWay 2. Come back if they Want.

As very young children they demand the impossible

(life is real after all) they Want our constant

attention. Millie thought the world disappeared when

she shut her eyes. Meg Will prise open my shut eyes

because I must alWays be there/available. They start

to Wander further afield, to groW to learn to eXplore.-

They need other AND OTHER PEOPLE NEED

THEM、And I must let them get away 一 and they

must let me get aWay 一 tbey must not gTOW P

believing in the all or nothing choice that is all we

have Won at the monent. I can “cChoose「 not to have

children. I can “choose“ when to haye children 一 but

What has been done to make it better if I do 一 as 【

have done 一 “chosen“to haye children? What has

changed? I can “choose“to haye some other Woman

look after my children 一 I can g8o to Work and

pretend I am a Woman 一 of am I a Working mother?

Whoever heard of a mother Who didn“t work (having

no eXperience of the strange World of tbe upper

classes I will dismiss them entirely).

 

|
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Questions.

So What do I want and What do my kids Want.

Millie says I control her (or try to) and make her

do things, she als0 say8 she agTee8 With Ime on Imost

of my interpretation of life 一 she also has some

pretty strong ideas herselfl

How do I as an anarchist/mother/woman Telate

to her as an anarchist/girl/daughter? How do we

grow “together and “not stifle one “anothers

ambitions/hopes/dreams. How do I not infect her

with my despair/loss/anxiety 一 How do I share my

ambitions/hopes/dreams/experience without

stifling her2 How does she grow/Iearn/experience

Without threatening me“?

I have the feeling it ought to be easy 一 sevent

years eXperience tells me that it isn tl

And Meg, three years of her 一 in some Ways We

are ImO0re TelaXed,but she demands so much of

my body,and my resentment and her insistence

has to be solyed somehow.
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Solutions.

So far you“ve heard the bad bits, the sorroW , the

fuck hps and the hnansWered questions. 【 have

Some ideas on solutions but I want the joy to get

8a look in too, because that「s Why we go 0n0, and

that「s the bit so many People in Writing about kids

DON“T write about、Kids are fun,kids question

and explore and are not so inhibited/socialised that

they don“t express their feelings 一 my kids have

0pened up feelings for me When they find them for

themselyes 一 kids don“t bullshit as much as adults

一 they山 lie when it suits them sure,they见

fantasise and TL not know easily reality from

dream,but they are basically honest,When they

love me they hug/kiss me, when they hate me they

kick/hit me 一 I usually know Where they standl!

Basically,before they get too fucked up kids are

Teally good people.

印here you fit in .

As anarchists We surely start from a basic caring

一 call 让 whatever fancy name you like but its

about self-respect and respect for other selyes.

While some people may wish to be excluded 一 die

rather than give up their power 一 anarchy is not

something eXclusively for people betweent eighteen

and thirty who are able bodied and

Anarchy being about life/living I have this crazy

dream that it is from the moment We are born to

the second We Snuff 让 ~ and that includes us as

babies,children adolescents, young People,older

people, old people, ancient CTOnes. To this end We

deservejexpect TeSpect When We are 2ny of these 一

kids and parents eXpect and deserve more than just

to be tolerated. Parents should not be faced with

the choice of “You can be a Teyolutionary 0T a

parent「 - We demand both.

Apart from the daily reminders of how hard it

is to be an anarchic mother (and still find time/

Space to be a Woman) screaming “put your bloody

80cks on“at nine a.m、When its time to leaye for

school might not seem a shattering event but if

y0u 88W yourself doing it as often as I haye your

neryes might be a little TIaW 一 anyWay,apart frommt

these recently I have had reminders within the

“anarchist movement“that all is not well! Foolishly

I went to the Oxford anarchist conference,With

tWo children and their other parent.

We had received the list of proposed workshops

and been invited, along With everyone else to add

to it suggestions 一 oh how I longed to suggest kids/

parents but figured there Was no point sitting in a

room in Oxford with Chris discussing it, when We

had the opportunity to do it at home in comfort 一

that「s how much faith I have right? I Know its not

as important as 丿 has no bearing 0n“anarchy and

organisation“,“mental health“,“nuclear POWer7,

“prisons“,“Northern Ireland“,“violence“; but

humour an old disillusioned woman for a feW

Iminutes eh72

Before we had left Millie ~ just seven 一 had said

she Wanted to meet more anarchist kids and I had

foolishly said “you“L meet some at Oxford…

“But they“ll just be in a boring creche, Why cant

kids have print shops/workshops/pubs/cafes,you

get them all we don“t haye anything.“So we all

discussed how Millie could talk with the other kids

and see What they Wanted out of life and then

they/she could make their demands. Chris Warned

her about the vagaries of adults Who Would

probably clap and cheer and then say“what「s next

on the agenda7“He told her to demand the Who,

When and Where, and not give in till she「“d got it.

Millie and I got to the creche,two other kids,

both too young to talk with Millie, not much in

the Way of toys, books no orange juice/food no

Imusic 一 not a great deal of enthusiasm 1 I Went to

find out about accomodation, We“d Tung t0 say We

wWere coming, given kids ages and all brought

sleeping bags 一 no sWeat right2 Wrongl

An anarchist woman said “It might be a bit

difficult,there「s not many people Who山 have

 

 



WE WANT BETTER 0DDS.

Wheneyer the question of “childcare“ or mother/

parenthood“ is raised 讨 is either met With a blank

stare

_

or groans and some hackneyed cIy of “oh,

alright Dll do the creche“. That「s not What it“s about.

Seyen years ago I had my first child, three years a80

my second. Oyer tbhose I hayve lived com-

munally, shared houses with people (there is a big

difference), and lived as a nuclear family, both in an

open house set up and in a yery closed OPPTessive

straight manner.

I chose to have kids, I didn“t ask you all about 训

and therefore you can turn round and Say“Yes, but

you did it on your own,Why drag me in noW yo0U

Want a babysitter「. 一back to Square onel

Let「s explore the steps one by 0ne:

Motherhood.

This is the big selling point 一 fulfillment, closeness,

a Special relationship“ 一 a baby is so tiny and needing

that her mother at first Spends twenty four hours a

day caring, loving and protecting her. No one else gets

much of a look in. They can of course, my children

have had yery different care from each other oyeI

their early years. My first child was breast/bottle fed ,

so that twice a twenty four hours I did not haye to be

with her. One of those I used for sleeping and the

other I went places、My first sight of her through

pethedine nightmares Was the most colourful and

amazing human in the world 一 she「“d made it, she Was

here 一 fantastic. Looking at her sleeping,this tiny

little person I became aware for the first time of the

committment I had made 一 I looked at her and

thought“For the next sixteen years y0U Will rule my

life,I will never be“free“again, you W训 need me

there and I yill hayve to obey the call. What the fuck

was I thinking of, Why didnt anyone tell me,WaIn

Ime, stop

So, less than twenty four hours old and the pattern

is set,the resentment has been yoiced 一 silently,

never admit your terror 一 she「s Smashed my Woman-

hood,my sexuality has overnight been turned into

motherhood into sacrifice and that awesome strength

of mothers who cope, who keep going, Who Support

and deny themselves 一 and while I am denied my

childt can never grow into a different freer Woman ,

she too will be denied, she too will have children and

remember her mother 一 quite a good mother, but she

didn“t love me enough , she kept trying to get

she poured all her frustration and angef 0Ver me.

And when she was eighteen months old she went

to a state nursery because I was ill and couldn“t cope

in the house that Was great as a Communal living

space,but impossible for two adults and one Child ,

and too many stairs,too much cleaning, too little

sleep, too few people, so much sSpace but none of 让

mine.

“*We Hift our eyes UpWards, but not to see the

it is to see the dust on the window sil and clean it.

Motherhood Mark Two.

This time ll do it right! Well the home birth was

obyiously better,and I threw myself into being the

best mother in the world. This daughter Was alWays

breast fed. I do belieye that it is better for the child

and could be for the mother. I did enjoy feeding her

一 a closeness8 there that has been called erotic and

could be likened to the closeness of screwing 一 and

there「s the rub 一 a 8atisfied mother, a demanding

baby 一 what did I do to this one? How did I fuck up

her chances2? 一 “Dll never leaye you, this time you“ll

stay With me,no putting you out to other people,

TL feed you0,nurture yY04 and g8roW strong

together“ 一 like hell We W训

,

You“ll eat my soul with

your grasping mouth and 8earching hands 一 in

desperation I stopped feeding her When she Was about

tWo and three quarter y68T8,but She still sucks and

claWs and plays 一 she calls them her tities as often as

mine oWn . Is that What they Im 68ant by“special

losing my body to a child? doe8 iyy have a special

bond with the wall it smothers7

And what Will she be 试 T am denied2 卫

议

she

exXpect to deny herself? W训 she haye children who

scTeaim if she goes out? W训 she 88y“TIl never leave

you“. Or now that the relationship is changing and

Im trying to widen it and find the other pieces“Tll

return“2 W训 I be granted at most an“aWayday“to

life? 一 to work to friends to all things that people

need to growW/to live.

And What Will that do to us, us mother daughters

一 Where did the woman go 一 Wa8 She ever thbere?

Kids

For kids to be able to wWalk aWay they need tWo

things: the self-possession gained from their care/love

/security and the knowledge that they Can .

1. Get aWay 2. Come back if they Want.

As very young children they demand the impossible

(life is real after all) they Want our constant

attention. Millie thought the world disappeared when

she shut her eyes. Meg Will prise open my shut eyes
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to Wander further afield, to groW to learn to eXplore.-

They need other AND OTHER PEOPLE NEED

THEM、And I must let them get away 一 and they

must let me get aWay 一 tbey must not gTOW P

believing in the all or nothing choice that is all we

have Won at the monent. I can “cChoose「 not to have

children. I can “choose“ when to haye children 一 but

What has been done to make it better if I do 一 as 【

have done 一 “chosen“to haye children? What has

changed? I can “choose“to haye some other Woman

look after my children 一 I can g8o to Work and

pretend I am a Woman 一 of am I a Working mother?

Whoever heard of a mother Who didn“t work (having

no eXperience of the strange World of tbe upper

classes I will dismiss them entirely).
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Questions.

So What do I want and What do my kids Want.

Millie says I control her (or try to) and make her

do things, she als0 say8 she agTee8 With Ime on Imost

of my interpretation of life 一 she also has some

pretty strong ideas herselfl

How do I as an anarchist/mother/woman Telate

to her as an anarchist/girl/daughter? How do we

grow “together and “not stifle one “anothers

ambitions/hopes/dreams. How do I not infect her

with my despair/loss/anxiety 一 How do I share my

ambitions/hopes/dreams/experience without

stifling her2 How does she grow/Iearn/experience

Without threatening me“?

I have the feeling it ought to be easy 一 sevent

years eXperience tells me that it isn tl

And Meg, three years of her 一 in some Ways We

are ImO0re TelaXed,but she demands so much of

my body,and my resentment and her insistence

has to be solyed somehow.
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Solutions.

So far you“ve heard the bad bits, the sorroW , the

fuck hps and the hnansWered questions. 【 have

Some ideas on solutions but I want the joy to get

8a look in too, because that「s Why we go 0n0, and

that「s the bit so many People in Writing about kids

DON“T write about、Kids are fun,kids question

and explore and are not so inhibited/socialised that

they don“t express their feelings 一 my kids have

0pened up feelings for me When they find them for

themselyes 一 kids don“t bullshit as much as adults

一 they山 lie when it suits them sure,they见

fantasise and TL not know easily reality from

dream,but they are basically honest,When they

love me they hug/kiss me, when they hate me they

kick/hit me 一 I usually know Where they standl!

Basically,before they get too fucked up kids are

Teally good people.

印here you fit in .

As anarchists We surely start from a basic caring

一 call 让 whatever fancy name you like but its

about self-respect and respect for other selyes.

While some people may wish to be excluded 一 die

rather than give up their power 一 anarchy is not

something eXclusively for people betweent eighteen

and thirty who are able bodied and

Anarchy being about life/living I have this crazy

dream that it is from the moment We are born to

the second We Snuff 让 ~ and that includes us as

babies,children adolescents, young People,older

people, old people, ancient CTOnes. To this end We

deservejexpect TeSpect When We are 2ny of these 一

kids and parents eXpect and deserve more than just

to be tolerated. Parents should not be faced with

the choice of “You can be a Teyolutionary 0T a

parent「 - We demand both.

Apart from the daily reminders of how hard it

is to be an anarchic mother (and still find time/

Space to be a Woman) screaming “put your bloody

80cks on“at nine a.m、When its time to leaye for

school might not seem a shattering event but if

y0u 88W yourself doing it as often as I haye your

neryes might be a little TIaW 一 anyWay,apart frommt

these recently I have had reminders within the

“anarchist movement“that all is not well! Foolishly

I went to the Oxford anarchist conference,With

tWo children and their other parent.

We had received the list of proposed workshops

and been invited, along With everyone else to add

to it suggestions 一 oh how I longed to suggest kids/

parents but figured there Was no point sitting in a

room in Oxford with Chris discussing it, when We

had the opportunity to do it at home in comfort 一

that「s how much faith I have right? I Know its not

as important as 丿 has no bearing 0n“anarchy and

organisation“,“mental health“,“nuclear POWer7,

“prisons“,“Northern Ireland“,“violence“; but

humour an old disillusioned woman for a feW

Iminutes eh72

Before we had left Millie ~ just seven 一 had said

she Wanted to meet more anarchist kids and I had

foolishly said “you“L meet some at Oxford…

“But they“ll just be in a boring creche, Why cant

kids have print shops/workshops/pubs/cafes,you

get them all we don“t haye anything.“So we all

discussed how Millie could talk with the other kids

and see What they Wanted out of life and then

they/she could make their demands. Chris Warned

her about the vagaries of adults Who Would

probably clap and cheer and then say“what「s next

on the agenda7“He told her to demand the Who,

When and Where, and not give in till she「“d got it.

Millie and I got to the creche,two other kids,

both too young to talk with Millie, not much in

the Way of toys, books no orange juice/food no

Imusic 一 not a great deal of enthusiasm 1 I Went to

find out about accomodation, We“d Tung t0 say We

wWere coming, given kids ages and all brought

sleeping bags 一 no sWeat right2 Wrongl

An anarchist woman said “It might be a bit

difficult,there「s not many people Who山 have

 

 



kids“ 一 now just for a moment think about that 一

think about the implicit rejection/put down/denial

of a seVen year old anarchist girl, of a three year

old anarchist girl,of their anarchist mother and

father 一 When my _kids are excluded in the b识 ,

bad outside world I usually fight back/make a

scene/boycott the place 一SOMETHING 一 at an

anarchist conference? It was knowing that if she“Q

said instead of 心ids「, blacks, Women, 8ayS COns, We

could have had a good riot going Within minutes 一

but KIDS? I certainly couldn“t rely on it 一 maybe

half a dozen people right? And I couldn“t voice the

Tage6,hurt and anger because tbhat「s hoW fucking

oppressed parents/kids are 一 right? (we did get a

place to stay eventually,and had a comfortable/

Welcome “night, With good “conyersations “all

Tound 一 )
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Eventually I got talking to some other parents,

and wWe Were all voicing the same kind of pissed off

ness about how 讨 is,but didn“t see how We could

make much of a mark at the time. However at the

end when the person standing hp at the front, Who,

Was not chairing 讨 but、

,

.said has anyone got

anything to say before we close, my Iage got the

better of me,and I streamed off a somewWhat

incoherent and passionate plea for a better deal for

parents and kids within the“anarchist movement“ 一

I sat down and the guy at the front said “that“s it

then?「and the

_

Oxford anarchist conference Was

over. That「s it then? 一 all [d probably done Was to

annoy those who“d played with the kids at the

creche or taken them to the park,by making it

sound like they hadn“t done well enough or 1

Wasn“t grateful enough 一 I asn“t getting at them , 【
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W28 sCreaming at people Who hayve such tiny

minds that they think/live only within their ownt

peer gTOUps。

A Word about the London Anarchist Centre. I

met someone connected With it and yoiced a

personal and anarchy group interest 一 I casually

asked What kind of provision had been discussed for

kids, and Was told that no one had mentioned it as

yet 一 okay Il be at the next meeting (I Was), but

there「s a little more to say. . , Howeyver much room

there is or is not available, there has to be some W4y

kids can be there and enjoy it 一 not a““boring

ereche“ 一 T would like both to look foryard to

going to the anarchist centre, but also I Would like

it to be a place anarchist kids can meet and learnt

and play. I would REALLY like for Millie to say she

Wants to go to the anarchist centre, and for there to

be something for me to while she is there 一 think

about it? why not? kids are people to0.

Back to Square One.

Okay, I didn“t aSK you first before I had my kids,

but then you didn“t aSkK me how I felt about you

being born,and if I came to a meeting and

questioned your right to exist 1. IT“d be out of

order 2.You and others Would tell me so.

I am not asking for babysitters in a Very long

winded way (however since y0u4 offered, Tuesday

Would be great!) 一 it「s more than that right2

At least think about 讨 ,think about Who you

know,how you live, who else is around, how they

live,how we could live 一 all those things.Think

about When you were a kid 一 think about What

anarchist kids could teach us、And When you“ve

thought,start acting讨 a little 一 a gesture a day

would improyve the situation no end 一eventually

you might get to think it makes sense!

I would appreciate some feedback,from others,

daughters, parents and others.

Please please please don“t allow 讨 to be that in

fifteen years time I have to write an article on how

us anarchist grandparents are pissed off with the

Way our grandchildren,their parents and Ourselvyes

are tolerated/ignored 一 Okay?

I can only cope with being a fucked up woman/

mother if I haye some hope that I won“t become a

fucked up “woman/motherl/grandmother.、 And

ironically enough it is one of the few things we have

the power to change without overtly taking on the

might of the state 一 they know When We challenge

them outside/inside their prisons,schools,WoTk-

places, hospitals 一 but they Wouldn“t even notice at

first when we challenge the Way We (don“t) relate

to each other.

Charlotte Baggins.

This Would not haye been

_

Written without the

solidarity of some sisters Who helped me to talk and

think and realise, and Who Were there when I needed

them. The space and the time and the typeWTiter

Were loaned me by some brothers Without Who, to

coin a phrase,this writing Would not haye beent

possible, nor, on the other hand necessary!

  

PRISONS

Some practical schem es in the area

、 of the prison struggle

Prisons are the major Weapon of the state in its

efforts to destroy the Working class, but it seems

that the _whole “question of prisons has been

brushed “under “the “carpet ,by so-called

revolutionaries. No revolution can be complete 让

the institution still exists、As the capitalist state

machine plunges deeper into crisis it W训 use

prisons in an effort to silence and isolate those Who

Show any resistance to its W讨 、As Anarchists We

seem “to _haye neglected this area,but are We

content to allow the state to harass and kidnap Our

brothers and sisters? As an ex-prisoner I know that

many prisoners do not hayve any faith in the left

and so I believe that if We see that“all prisoners

are political prisoners“We must be prepared to

show our solidarity by doing actions that w训 win

their credibility. It「s no good talking 一 We must

show that we care in Support for them . You can t

blame prisoners if they are reluctant to take direct

action, when they get hardly any back-up. Prisons

are ideal places for schools for revolutionaries and

I personally believe that prisoners haye so much

reyolutionary potential ,

I would like to suggest a number of things that

could be done by Anarchists in this area 一 these

Suggestions may not seem to be that militant but

I think they are important as they show our

solidarity in a practical

1) Prisoners「 aim _of this

scheme is to get publishers and bookshops to

donate books so that they can be sent in to

prisoners. This scheme is getting off the ground in

London , so far we haye been given over a hundred

books (we still need more) by various publishers

and bookshops. We are going to compile a

catalogue with all the titles included and this w训

be sent in to prisoners so they can choose the

books they want. What this scheme needs is m oney

to pay for costs of postage, and the names and

addresses of prisoners. More information to follow

一 of you could set Up your 0wn local scheme.

2) Local Prisoners「 Support Groups. The aim of

the groups is to get people that live near prisonss to

form into a local prisoners「“support group. The

groups could visit prisoners in their local prison ,

Write to them , pass on inform ation, contact grOUPs

or individuals that may be of some help to

prisoners, publish a newsletter Which “gives

information and news about What「s happening

inside their local nick,to be giyen out to local

people and visitors to the prison. This group would

also be useful if anything happened like the Scrubs

riot as they could get the information circulated

quickly. It is imp nt that any gTOUp listens to

prisoners and askKs for their support where possible

before any actions are taken by the Support grouP

ie. pickets, demos det. There are Prisoner Support

Groups forming at these prisons: Long Lartin,

Brixton, Pentonville and Holloway. Hopefully we

will be able to bring to the conferance our first

neWsletter.

3) Breakout or prisoners「 ma8gazine. Breakout is

a magazine _Written for and by DPrisoners, ex-

prisoners,and others Who have been Of are up

against the law . Breakout is stil in its early stages,

but its aim is to give prisoners a paper of their Own.

It has articles on prisons, the courts,the police,

Plus poems, artwWork,cartoons etc、Copies of

Breakout will be available at the Conference. It is

sent to prisoners for free, but costs those on the

outside 25p. This is to pay for the printing costs.

We Would like to haye more articles, poems etc

from “prisoners

ˇ

or exX-prisoners.、The paper is

bi-monthly and you can contact it by Writing to

Breakout, Box 66, 182 Upper Street, London N1.

4) Prisoners「 Relatives「 Bus Scheme. The idea of

this scheme is to provide the families and relatives

of prisoners access to their relatiyes Who are inside.

Many prisoners are in prisons that are a

considerable distance from the area in Which they

have friends or family、These families cannot

afford the high cost of travelling 一 once a month

for a half hour vists,If we can get gTOups to

organize cheap trayel to Various nicks. 旭hat is

needed is ˇmini-buses, coaches, drivers, and

donations towards the cost of petrol. In London

we have been offered a mini-bus for f5 per day and

also the cost of petrol. We haye Written to Various

oil companies for donations,Maybe the scheme

could be done in other places to0.、

5) Campaign against PRINUS,Prindus is the

trade mark of Prison Industries. This campaign is

against “the commiercial exploitation of “the

country「s prison population. Prisoners have to

work under Prison Rules, and a refusal to do so

may Tesult in a loss of remission o pIivileges.

Prisoners earn Toughly E1.20 a Week but some

nevef reach “this low level。 Some commeTcial

companies use prisoneI8 85 Cheap labour. These

firms are: BRITIANS TOYS, EMPIRE STORES,

BRIAN “MILLS “CATALOGUE, ARRONSON

FURNITURE, NELSON LABELS,INVICTA,GP0.

We would like to hear from anybody that can help

this campaign 一 by boycotting the goods this

company proyides. We are pIoducing a leaflet

stickers 一 We need your Shpport. Write to:

Cam paign Against Prindus,

143 Francis ToweI,

Chingford Hall Estate,

London E4.
(Alan and Ruth Leader)
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kids“ 一 now just for a moment think about that 一
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of a seVen year old anarchist girl, of a three year
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anarchist conference? It was knowing that if she“Q
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could have had a good riot going Within minutes 一

but KIDS? I certainly couldn“t rely on it 一 maybe

half a dozen people right? And I couldn“t voice the
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Eventually I got talking to some other parents,

and wWe Were all voicing the same kind of pissed off

ness about how 讨 is,but didn“t see how We could

make much of a mark at the time. However at the

end when the person standing hp at the front, Who,

Was not chairing 讨 but、

,

.said has anyone got

anything to say before we close, my Iage got the

better of me,and I streamed off a somewWhat

incoherent and passionate plea for a better deal for

parents and kids within the“anarchist movement“ 一

I sat down and the guy at the front said “that“s it

then?「and the

_

Oxford anarchist conference Was

over. That「s it then? 一 all [d probably done Was to

annoy those who“d played with the kids at the

creche or taken them to the park,by making it

sound like they hadn“t done well enough or 1

Wasn“t grateful enough 一 I asn“t getting at them , 【
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yet 一 okay Il be at the next meeting (I Was), but

there「s a little more to say. . , Howeyver much room

there is or is not available, there has to be some W4y

kids can be there and enjoy it 一 not a““boring

ereche“ 一 T would like both to look foryard to

going to the anarchist centre, but also I Would like

it to be a place anarchist kids can meet and learnt

and play. I would REALLY like for Millie to say she

Wants to go to the anarchist centre, and for there to

be something for me to while she is there 一 think

about it? why not? kids are people to0.
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being born,and if I came to a meeting and
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order 2.You and others Would tell me so.
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At least think about 讨 ,think about Who you

know,how you live, who else is around, how they

live,how we could live 一 all those things.Think

about When you were a kid 一 think about What

anarchist kids could teach us、And When you“ve

thought,start acting讨 a little 一 a gesture a day

would improyve the situation no end 一eventually

you might get to think it makes sense!

I would appreciate some feedback,from others,
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ˇ
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ECT IS A G00D WAY T0 READY PIGS FOR

SLAUGHTER.

ECT stands for Electro-conyulsive therapy or

treatment、 It was first thought to be useful for

Severe depression,but is more and more being

used as a treatment for schizophrenia、 It is the

deliberate inducement of a Grand Mal siezure yet

from time immemorial doctors have sought to

Prevent siezures and With modern anatomy i is

known that such siezures damage the brain 、 The

ECT machine is a transformer found in the

majority of psychiatric institutions and in some

private surgeries and prisons. Although there are

variations,the classic method is still the most

common: electrodes are fixed to the patient“s

temples. Current ranging from 70 to 150 volts at

500mA to 900mA, enough to light a 100 Watt

bulb , is passed across the front of the brain for up

to a second. It is this part of the brain that most

distinguishes people from other higher animals.

Unilaterally administered ECT requires event

higher voltages, but has been hailed as an

improvement because,following shock,there is

less babbling of the patients to upset staff and

relatives. Because the conyulsions of unmodified

shock sometimes cause fractures and because

patients frequently resist, it is now commom, but

not hniversal in public loony bins,to give a

hypnotic like sodium pentothal shortly before

treatment and a paralyzing agent like Anectine.

However,these increase the risk of death by

choking. So while the brain is being assaulted the

overt bodily and verbal accompaniments of ECT

are SUpPressed . There isnt the terrifying spectacle

of the body「“s violent spasms 一 and those around

are less distressed、These modifications are like

the flowers planted at a Nazi concentration camp

or the sign over its entrance,“Work Makes You

Something indecent is still going on.

CONSPIRACY TO DAMAGE

Practically no “psychiatric “personnel “are

Unaware of the tissue damage done by ECT.

Those who iustify ECT when fully aware that 让

damages ie central nerVOUS System are them-

selyes,like most laymen,taken in by a false

analogy、It is that if you can knock someone

Possibly,or on1y temporarily, out of a depression

or delusions at the cost of an unknown number of

brain eells it is no different to the acceptable

2SSault oll the body of Temoving a gangrened leg,

a festering appendix _or a rotten tooth,、Such

people say it is only a matter of more Tesearch to

show that mental and emotional problems have

physical bases and hence should be amenable to

physical methods of prevention and treatment,

just as malaria was first controlled with quinine

and sonairhoea with penicillin. Yet even in their

cases tie Sccial factors are important since these

medical ecnditions can be prevented by draining
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still waters and by education in good sexual

PTactises.

Proponents of ECT would like it believed that

it is a scientifically proyen treatment and that 训

is a treatment of last resort, Neither is true. ECT

is being used in advance of good evidence of a

physical basis for depression and schizophrenia ,

in advance or evidence tkat让 Works better thant

anything else and is often used routinely and

early on as.a means of quietening, eVen punishing ,

a difficult patient.

One “well “accredited “proponent, Lothar

Kalinowsky states,“What we WTote 20 years

a8g0. . , is stil true.

.

. We are emprically (hit 及

miss) treating “disorders Whose aetiology is

unknown “with “methods Whose actions “are

shrouded in mystery“. Few admit this and then

Usually only in professional papers for their oOwnt

consum ption. The confused , anxious patient isnt

told that his“「superiors“don“t know what she/

he「s got or What they are going to do to him /her

other than fry his/her brains which she/he is not

told either. In addition,especially in public bins,

the poor and ignorant, are not only conned into

ECT,but many are forced into it physically

sometimes When heayily sedated to overcome

resistence. A reluctant, suspicious patient W训 be

allowed to talk to a patient who favours ECT , but

not to any Who disfavour it. Patients are not told

that 讨 tbey admit to having had ECT, they may

be refused for later verbal therapy by therapists

who Put emphasis on Tecall of experience.

Finally,in recent yearsy,socio-economic class

Plays an important part in Iecommendations to

patients that they take ECT. A consultant Will be

more concerned about memory 1oss resulting

from ECT in the personal and professional life of

an accountant,barrister or librarian than he w训

be in that of a fishmonger,shop assistant or

Working class housewife .

Especially in practise, the idea is rejected by

the majority of medically indoctrinated people

that psychological problems do not fit into the

medical “disease “model, but “are due “to

interpersonal experience, that is, arise from social

and economic conditions、Even more research

turns hp a few cases having discrete physical

causes as is true of general paresis (syphillis of the

central neryous System) they W议 be few cases

indeed and such disturbed people W训 still present

the “more “important “problems of social

m anagement _which include decent care and

surroundings that are not today being provided

the majority of sufferers.

ECT damages the human brain just as poor

nutrition and excessive use of alcohol do、It

 

differs in that it is one of the legitimated tools of

a limited professional group and their ancillaries

Who “are 8ometimes, but “not “alWays “nor

consistently, humane toWyard the people they act

on.In _addition to ECT「s physical dam age it

should be noted that Who are subjected to

are often being treated as objects in an

eveTy-day 民afkaesque Senise.

RECIPIENTS DON“T ALWAYS REALISE

DANGERS

If an elaborate comparison of ECT with

frequent Cups of camomile tea Were made no

differences in outcomes would be seen because

the common factor would be that of Fender

Loving Care; that depressed and schizophrenic

patients Would be responding not only to the

special “treatment, but according “to “tbeir

assumptions that something was being done for

them When they couldn“t cope on their oOWn.

Such improyement with treatment is highly

Personal “depending on what the disturbed

person has cathected,that is, What s/he invests

i an idiosyncratic way with the meaning of

help and attention. Not many disturbed people

in the hands of medical staff cathect ECT and in

the study reported on a number of people

referred as potential subjects refused to take

Part. Had they been included it is a safe

Speculation that they Would have shoWn either

no benefit or post-treatment distress。 Many

disturbed people,especially those Who have

actual of vicarious experience of ECT,are

fearful and suspicious of it either Knowing that

讨 destroys tissue, or fearing the experience itself

or knowing that they will haye a variety of post

ECT contra-indications the principal being loss

of memoIy.

Loss of memory following ECT is not alWays

temporary and is no joking matter.。 Ernest

Hemingway received two series of ECT at the

Prestigious Mayo Clinic and his biographer

reports him as having said,“What these shock

doctors don“t Know is about writers and such

things as Iemorse and contrition and what they

do to them. What is the sense of ruining my

head and erasing my memory,Which is my

capital,and putting me out of business? It Was

a brittiant cure,but We lost the patient!“

ECT is often claimed to prevent suicide, yet

a Imonth after his second series, like so many

others, Hemingway killed himself.

BECT is often forced on patients、Here in

Britain it has been officially reported that a

common method of coercion is to strip and

seciude recalcitrant patients、This is a method

Preferred to “sectioning“ voluntary patients.

Another method,also officially reported, is to

get heayily sedated patients to sign the consent

form . When all else fails,a“disobedient“patient

may be declared incompetent so that consent

can be got from a relative or guardian. Finally ,

ECT is used as a form of punishment just as are

refusal of sedation or Weekend leave against

E

patients Who don“t play aecording to hospital

Tules or Who generally chaitewtge the poWer of a

consultant or matron:.

  

SOCIAi,
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ECT has gained popui: .iy since the 1930“s

from “the “onset “of tF “eTa of frank

totalitarianism ,Other conyulsive methods have

fallen out of favour. Bven the most deteriorated

patients Would not tolerate the unbearable

apprehension “that PTeCedes SieZUTe, from

Metrazole injection; Insulin shock requires too

much staff 一 people haye to PTep2Te and SeTVe

sandwiches and juice following treatment to

normalize blood sugar levels and dosages Tequire

too critical control to preclude death from

shock; Indoklon, a Conyulsiye 885, didn“t catch

on because, like the poison 82SeS Of 耶 orld 印ar T,

it depends on _the Wind so that nurses and

doctors too frequently get whiffed themselyes:

ECT is now used in a quite thoughtless Way .

It is in yogue and is a substitute especially in

public loony bins for the more costly general

care that isn“t given to the poor and ignorant. It

is being used less and less or in Shorter COUITSes

for those in the higher socio-economic classes. It

is of a kind with the German National Socialists「“

simpler,final solution Which Was, in the “30s,

to starvVe,beat,drUg and gas to death 275,000

inmates of German psychiatric institutions. Tt

began in 1938 When “Cerletti, an Italian

Psychiatrist, observed that pigs i an

that had had current passed acTOss their brains

went into convulsion,then TelaXed and WeTe

thus easier to slaughter.“During this period of

unconsciousness (epileptic coma),the butcher

stabbed .and “bled the “animals “without

difficulty. . . it was not true that the animals

were killed by the electric current. . . I felt we
园

could venture to eXperiment 0n ,

 

When they increase the yoltage

and sit you in a chair with a cloak

0yer y0ur head ,

it“s called jndicial m urder, Of ,

state reyenge 0f eyen justice.
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Today「s ECT proponents argue “that

techniques haye improyved enough to make

treatment safe.、 This is nonsense、 Man“s

conyulsive threshold has not changed since

1938,、The yoltage to induce siezure has not

changed、The brain has not changed; 让「s st议

made of delicate tissue. Neuropathologic studies

conducted mostly in the 1940s consistently

showed severe brain damage. According to One,

“The patient, a man of 57. . . died one half hour

following the last treatment. . . in the frontal

and temporal lobes of the brain Were several

small areas of devestation entirely devoid of

ganglion cells and containing some ghost cells.“

Nothing has changed since the “40s. In a recent

intervieW, the head of Stanford s

Neuropathology Institute said,“I“d rather have a

small lobotomy than a series of electrocon-

vulsive shocks、 . . IT just know what the brain

looks like after a series of shocks and it「s not

very pleasant to look at.“

 

ALTERNATIVES?

To paraphrase Dr Thomas 8Szasz on the

Inquisition and “institutional _psychiatry “in

general,there can be no abuse of ECT since ECT

is itself ah abuse. What then are the alternatives2

First,since fhere won“t be a quick, long jump

into the post ECT period and since the jump W议

be longer and slower still into the period Whent

status and pawer,not only Within the medical

hierarchy,b5tt between patients and staffs are

considerabiy blurred as described in this country

by such people as Laing,Cooper and Esterson

and by the Radical Therapists in the USA , there

may stil be some patients Who cathect ECT,

Who find 让 bslpful and even pleasurable like the

lady who stUffsd feathers in her arsehole to fart

them out When she climaxed. But ECT is not a

benign accessory erotic satisfaction and, in fact,

som etimes 识 patients admit enjoying the pre-

treatmlent preparations, particularly going hnder

the Fentcihol,they may be refused ECT. You

see, c ae i 飞 SQpposed to enjoy it at all, but to

get“cu 4“at仪e w议 of others. As long as the

6 ain,considerable effort should be
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made to get unreconstructed patients to forego
ECT, the effort being principally to get it under-

stood that tbhe treatment permanently damages

suitable alternatives it should be

easier to get those few people who actually Want

ECT out of the habit than to get people out of

the habits of excessive smoking and drinking

Which also damage tissue,but for which as yet

there are no 8anctioned alternativyes as Cannabis

should be.

But the alternatiye has two other aspects to

just phasing out a method that does physical

and psychological damage.They are the Ie-

Socializing of the medical profession and its

ancillaries and “the “general evelopment of

community control of medical services.

More and more medical skills are going into the

hands of nurses and others Who hayve not had

educations in schools of medicine. What is st训

largely “retained is the power structure in

medicine,“the status structure yis-a-vis those

working in the medical field and vis-a-vis those

needing medical services. In this social hierarchy

the technician With a _degree from a Imedical

school giyes the orders and often has an absolute

yeto on proposals from his““team 、The object

of all their “good“ services,the patient,is

frequently not consulted at all. Interested layment

can be trained in many medical techniques, Cant

wWork along with professionally trained people

Who wil still include those With medical degrees

although some of the content and a great deal of

the philosophy and attitude-inculcation of their

training W训 be radically changed . Many Seryices

can be made ayailable at community level rather

than in vast hospital conglomerations and laymen,

including patients, Will have an im portant, if not

over-riding, 84y in both day-to-day and long term

decisions; medical staff at “all levels “may

eventually come to haye roles only as adViseTs.

With full community inyvolvement in the giving

and receivying of medical services ECT would drop

out entirely; there Would be the return to or the

continuation of limited use of barbiturates and

other hypnotics for short periods of acute

disturbance, limited use of tranquilizers and anti-

depressants return

,

to cold wetsheet packs and

Warm baths and,there would be aboye

m aXim um availability of comfort and counsel in

physically agreeable surroundings; the hospital

Would again become an“asylum “Where one is

not forced to get Well and there Would be the

relatively unim peded possiblity of

This positive reference to suicide should no

longer be startling. As long a80 as 1911 When his

monumental “Dementia

ˇ

Praecox or

“

Schizophrenias “was published, the

“

Swiss

psychiatrist,Eugen Bleuler,Wrote that it Was a

pity that those who are so painfully and

chronically distressed should have blocks put in

the ˇWay of ttbeir self destruction、 Suicide,

although it can be legitimately carried out

recklessly, can also be the ultimate rational

eXpTession of personal control of one“s existence.

  

MEDICAL CATEGORIES

A “few “last, general considerations.。 First,

psychiatric “diagnostic categories “are largely ,

erroneously applied as part of the medical disease

model for psychological disturbances,The very

term “illIness“is a misnomer in most cases of

personal and interpersonal disturbance and today ,

to _be labeled psychologically disturbed often

means tbhat one is being inconyenient to someone

else or to some Whole clas8s8 of group of others. In

practise, the “professional “assignment “of a

diagnosis to a disturbed person is mainly a

comfort or security 0peration for the assigner.

Diagnoses not only mystify patients and other

laypersosn,but the professionals themselyes, the

majority of whom are ignorant, barely competent

and often destructive in their hierarchical human

relationship8, quite like most people without

official credentials8,Diagnosing or labeling is 2

first step“训 “preparin8g a _human “being for

treatment 88 an Object to be administrated , to be

dealt With,not interacted with,It _not only

justifies “therapeutic“ interventions like ECT

chosen by bureaucratic bechnicians, but Teassures

them “that they are doing something useful,

indispensible and not to be questioned within the

frameWork they impose.In practise diagnosis

determine _much a disturbed person“s

living arTangements ie to What sort of Ward or

outpatient facility s/he will be allocated、Such

allocation is not like that of goods on Woolworth

counters, but is _rough and ready beginning

usually With a closed (locked) intake Ward Where

a PeTSOn can be assessed and may caltn d0Wn or

liyen Up. Then there are other facilities such as a

locked or secure Ward for the often yiolent or

suicidal,special care wards for the senile,bed-

Tidden, incontinent or anorexic to locked Wards

on Which some or most patients haye day and

even _Weekend passes and Who may leaye the

grounds. Some wards of this type often have the

door open most of the time with it understood

that not all patients may leave the ward freely .

Then there are completely 0pen Wards 0f separate

units that may actually be houses on the grounds.

These pass over to hostels or halfway houses or

to permanent o temporary Tesidence in private

households and outpatient clinics for those no

longer or never having needed hospitalization or

SUpervision .

Finally,the choice of the medical disease or

social model for disturbed behaviour can never

be decided.、Holding to the one or the other

depends on personal outlook,experience and

what is fashionable. The “medical _model

participates in the rationalist view that the laws of

society and human conduct are no different from

those “of the physical worldt。They can “be

discovered, as though they existed independently

of human will and motive, by suitable methods of

observation and “manipulation of conditions

according to the positivist view of

enduiry .
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The alternatiyve, somc 8 OW “called “an

existentialist,takes part i & view 《first givenl

modern eXpTession IKDIe 芒 日 two centuries a80

by Giambattista Vico, a ;「“.ic and philosopher of

the early Enlightenment、 i 5is great Work, The

New Science, Vico held 地4 man makes his oNn

social world and is fully rersponsible for it; for

what is good and what is ba4: there is no outside

logic “to it such “as tran-scendetalists and

rationalists maintain. Actually “Vico thought

that mankind would always make a me$s of things

and needs a God、Contem porary exponents of

this view include the late Gregory Bateson,a

British anthropologist who worked for many of

his last years in California both at a university

and in a large neuropsychiatric hospital.He put

forrth there his“double-blind“theory of pro-

found psychological disturbance and,like Laing

et al after him,thought that such disturbance is

undervalued in “modern, industrial society..

   

 

When applied to varios parts of your

personm it is called torture -

usually carried out by nasty state police

Oor the _army o0ccupying someplace else

-never by the White man - either way it“s

called TORTURE - only the uniforms

are changed.: WHITE = CURE

GREEN = TORTURE

 

THE VALUE OF MIND TRAVELS「

反 ASYLUMS

It is possible that serious psychotic disturbance

is no more than an extreme of what the

Germans call a Wanderjahr, a period of trayel and

self-exploration common among GeIm an y0Ung-

sters growing up.、 A few millenia ag0 Plato

eXpressed a similar idea expecting a conservative

outcome: a “young “person ˇWithout foreign

experience knowWs only the Values of his 0Wn

community and believes in them naively . He must

go abroad,discoyver new Ways and have his

innocently held beliefs challenged. Then s/he w议

return home still believing in _what he _was

originally taught, but more firmly and

unchallengeably than before he was tested.

    

 

 

  



Today「s ECT proponents argue “that
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ALTERNATIVES?

To paraphrase Dr Thomas 8Szasz on the

Inquisition and “institutional _psychiatry “in
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get“cu 4“at仪e w议 of others. As long as the

6 ain,considerable effort should be
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Anton Boisin,an American clergym an Who

Underwent a period of catatonia,a form of

schizophrenia, and “then “devoted himself to

Psychiatric Work also expTressed -the view that the

initial, acute schizophrenic “reaction Was

potentially useful He likened it to fever,tbhe
Teaction of the body to inyasion by a noxious
agent against Which the body mobilizes to defend

itself. Boisin , described initial, 2Cute

Schizophrenia as a reaction to internalization of

intolerably “contradictory values and social

relationships. The schizophrenic frenzy shakes

this up _making 讨 possible for the person t0

Teorganize himself in a better Way . Unfortunately ,

this is not the most usual outcome or a Complete

outcome. What usually happens is the fixing of

the schizophrenic pattern into more 0r less

permanency. The “use of ECT, of heayy

m edication and the relationships of contem porary

Psychiatric services may hinder this process of

self-healing, self-realization so that the best

outcome can only be the serenity of the person

with a Well developed paranoid delusional System ,

a Serenity _not often achieved or maintainable

under instituational circumstances,but one that

might be the enyy of so called“normal““people

under every-day stresses.。 But,in _my view,

achieving relative serenity along with a sense of

exXcitement about life doesn“t depend on the

Tchitectonics and dynamics of the brain and its

physical manipulation,but on the _kind and

quality of human relationships; the kind and

quality of the architectonics and dynamics of

Society.

Today, those Who have positions to maintain

in power relationships over others in the form of

methods like ECT use statistics and the inductive/

deductive method for authoritative,sophistical

justifications of their positions just as do civil

Seryants,public relations firms and politicianis.

Very likely some of them _are convinced of the

reliability and objectivity of What they report,

but the taking up “of their proferrings by the

media has the effect of a manipulation of a wider

Public to giye continued or extended assent to

authoritarian social relationships.

of the aboye came or was adapted

from material that appeared in issue 11 of the

journal of PROMPT,an organization of mental

patients.。 Inquiries to PROMPT should “be

addressed to it c/o 25 Seymour BlIdgs, Seymour

Pl. . London W1. PROMPT can be reached at

01 _693 0011,between 1500 and 2200 hours,

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Bert Bensenm,

c/o Lieberg,

40 Dunstan Rd . .

London Nw11

 

OPPOSE5 POPULATION CONTROL

In China,families with more than two children
are degraded and im poverished by law . The excess
children may be denied ration cards for anything

eXCcept rice and cotton, denied equal m edical care
and educational opportunities. People have to ask
for government permission to have a baby. They
alsohaye to pay a rising proportion of their
income i _community taxes for each excessivye
child they have. If this seems mild, I urge you to
put yourseif in the position of those parents and
children and think what the hardship, stigma and

discourageintnt of loving relationships would be
like.

The Chinese measures are not to aid a Sexually
liberated lifestyle. Single mothers are not allowed
to bring up their children if allowed to go through

With the pregnancy at all. she gets pregnant ,

the state decides whether she shall be allowed to

m arTy the father,or W训 undergo“abortion plus

re-education“,or W训 have the child taken froml

her and given to childless marrieds.

Chinese libertarians recognise population control

2S part of the package deal of repression imposed

by the state,and include “freedom of child-

bearing“讨 tbe 19 point demands of the Chinese

Human 公igh「s League.
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It can happen here .

This is only part of a worldwide movement
Which the ruling class is promoting in the West

as Well as the Third Although China has
encouraged birth control for a long time, mainly
by “late “marriage, these extreme “measures
coincide “with closer ties with the 口.8、-
especially military aid from the . whose
security adviser BIzezinski was a signatory to a
Population control document informing the rest
of the World that his country Was no longer
going to give it any aid if it did not stop having
babies.

The ruling class would like to do these things
here, even With the west“「s declining population ,
because they don“t need such a large Working
class now that they haye computers. Why should
they shorten the working Week, or pay dole to
a lot of people, when they can Keep a smaller
nUmber of Workers on a long Week at the same
pay and with hardly any dependents, to provide
them with Iuxuries? Of course,as in China,
they must set a good example, g8o large fam ilies
are unfashionable among the rich also.
The Planned Parenthood World Population
Group _has printed a scenario of measures

ranging from “those “predicted on existing mo-

tivation“such as abortion and sterilisation on

demand; through “economic deterrents/incen-

tives“such as taXes on children and “require

women “to _Work and provide few childcare

facilities「, to “social controls「 such as com-

pulsory sterilisation,permits to haye

and fertility control agents in the water

These proposals Were for the 口 .8. Where sterili-

zation (laparoscopic) is second only to scTaping

of the womb (D&C) as the most Commomt

gYnecological operation.

It is happening here

Population control is already operating in

Britain ,with increased 0penne88 and 28BTe-

ssiveness. Not “only “is family “restriction

propaganda all over “the “place, but “the

financial position of people With children has

got Worse and WorSse 0yef the y6ar5. The Child

Benefit Which replaced child taX allowances is

not being kept in line with inflation, and there is

talk now - even from _CPAG,trying to be

politically 。 of offering only means

tested benefits to milies8,Over five years a8o

a person Who is noW a cabinet minister, Keith

Joseph, (who ineidentally ˇwe have dis-

covered used to Subscribe to“Freedom“ in the

forties),denounced births to persons of Low

intelligence and low morality“, referring to semi

and unskilled workers8 and single Women. More

recently a single mother was denied mainten-

ance from the father because she had not used

the Pill 即omen in ante-natal clinics and mater-

nity Wards are questioned constantly and Some

times insultingly (apart from the inherent insults

of such questions) about contraception,You

commonly hear the idea that people should only

have tyo children,or that they shouldn“t have

them at all if they can“t afford them .

In other words,birth control which has been

campaigned for as liberatory,since at least it

ackowledges people「s to haye sex . has

become a form of repressc6it ineorporating an

obligation not to haye chilCrea .

As “for ˇwomen「s figh4$.。 皋 e “objective of

requiring Women to Wory ith feW child care

facilities provided“has met here socially

and economically even 讨 Rot by laW

、

Illigiti-

macy still exists. Working parents are eXpected

to Work the same long, inftexible hours as child-

free Workers. Employers are allowed to discrim -

inate a8gainst unmarried mothers. In other Words

80-called women“s liberation stops abruptly at

the m aternity Ward .

The “difference between the oppression of

families and the oppression of other groups is

that the ruling class has had it gloriously easy ,

facing virtually no opposition from the left or

from the Women「s m oyement、Last year I wrote

to the CPAG and One Parent Families, to ask if

they could sponsor public demonstrations

where families could stand up for themselyes,

they said they couldn“t do anything political as

they depend on charity status for financial sup-

port, and added that they couldn“t think of any

Suitable political groups to approach about it,

unless they could interest the Unions.
The New Puritanism

When society changes, seXual prejudices are the

last to go. Early trade unionists had quaint ideas

about Women. Modern radicals believe in sexual

equality and in the freedom to have sex in any

form , But “they accept enthusiastically “the

puritanism of today, which is about reproduction.

So the new puritanism is really the old kind , only

freed from its sexual safeguards by the existance

of contraception.

Yes, it was Wrong to preach in the old days that

seX Was only grudgingly justifiable if it produced

children、 But it「s just as bad to say that childrent

are only an unpleasant, anti-social by-product of
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With the pregnancy at all. she gets pregnant ,

the state decides whether she shall be allowed to

m arTy the father,or W训 undergo“abortion plus

re-education“,or W训 have the child taken froml

her and given to childless marrieds.

Chinese libertarians recognise population control

2S part of the package deal of repression imposed

by the state,and include “freedom of child-

bearing“讨 tbe 19 point demands of the Chinese

Human 公igh「s League.
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It can happen here .

This is only part of a worldwide movement
Which the ruling class is promoting in the West

as Well as the Third Although China has
encouraged birth control for a long time, mainly
by “late “marriage, these extreme “measures
coincide “with closer ties with the 口.8、-
especially military aid from the . whose
security adviser BIzezinski was a signatory to a
Population control document informing the rest
of the World that his country Was no longer
going to give it any aid if it did not stop having
babies.

The ruling class would like to do these things
here, even With the west“「s declining population ,
because they don“t need such a large Working
class now that they haye computers. Why should
they shorten the working Week, or pay dole to
a lot of people, when they can Keep a smaller
nUmber of Workers on a long Week at the same
pay and with hardly any dependents, to provide
them with Iuxuries? Of course,as in China,
they must set a good example, g8o large fam ilies
are unfashionable among the rich also.
The Planned Parenthood World Population
Group _has printed a scenario of measures

ranging from “those “predicted on existing mo-

tivation“such as abortion and sterilisation on

demand; through “economic deterrents/incen-

tives“such as taXes on children and “require

women “to _Work and provide few childcare

facilities「, to “social controls「 such as com-

pulsory sterilisation,permits to haye

and fertility control agents in the water

These proposals Were for the 口 .8. Where sterili-

zation (laparoscopic) is second only to scTaping

of the womb (D&C) as the most Commomt

gYnecological operation.

It is happening here

Population control is already operating in

Britain ,with increased 0penne88 and 28BTe-

ssiveness. Not “only “is family “restriction

propaganda all over “the “place, but “the

financial position of people With children has

got Worse and WorSse 0yef the y6ar5. The Child

Benefit Which replaced child taX allowances is

not being kept in line with inflation, and there is

talk now - even from _CPAG,trying to be

politically 。 of offering only means

tested benefits to milies8,Over five years a8o

a person Who is noW a cabinet minister, Keith

Joseph, (who ineidentally ˇwe have dis-

covered used to Subscribe to“Freedom“ in the

forties),denounced births to persons of Low

intelligence and low morality“, referring to semi

and unskilled workers8 and single Women. More

recently a single mother was denied mainten-

ance from the father because she had not used

the Pill 即omen in ante-natal clinics and mater-

nity Wards are questioned constantly and Some

times insultingly (apart from the inherent insults

of such questions) about contraception,You

commonly hear the idea that people should only

have tyo children,or that they shouldn“t have

them at all if they can“t afford them .

In other words,birth control which has been

campaigned for as liberatory,since at least it

ackowledges people「s to haye sex . has

become a form of repressc6it ineorporating an

obligation not to haye chilCrea .

As “for ˇwomen「s figh4$.。 皋 e “objective of

requiring Women to Wory ith feW child care

facilities provided“has met here socially

and economically even 讨 Rot by laW

、

Illigiti-

macy still exists. Working parents are eXpected

to Work the same long, inftexible hours as child-

free Workers. Employers are allowed to discrim -

inate a8gainst unmarried mothers. In other Words

80-called women“s liberation stops abruptly at

the m aternity Ward .

The “difference between the oppression of

families and the oppression of other groups is

that the ruling class has had it gloriously easy ,

facing virtually no opposition from the left or

from the Women「s m oyement、Last year I wrote

to the CPAG and One Parent Families, to ask if

they could sponsor public demonstrations

where families could stand up for themselyes,

they said they couldn“t do anything political as

they depend on charity status for financial sup-

port, and added that they couldn“t think of any

Suitable political groups to approach about it,

unless they could interest the Unions.
The New Puritanism

When society changes, seXual prejudices are the

last to go. Early trade unionists had quaint ideas

about Women. Modern radicals believe in sexual

equality and in the freedom to have sex in any

form , But “they accept enthusiastically “the

puritanism of today, which is about reproduction.

So the new puritanism is really the old kind , only

freed from its sexual safeguards by the existance

of contraception.

Yes, it was Wrong to preach in the old days that

seX Was only grudgingly justifiable if it produced

children、 But it「s just as bad to say that childrent

are only an unpleasant, anti-social by-product of
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seX Which we must do all we can to pTeyent, thus

making 00r sex livyes perfect. Both sex and pTo-

creation are part of our human needs.

As with seX repression, birth repression holds up a

glorified type against a despised type, like this:

SEX: “Romantic “loyve“ ending in marriage“,

against “Squalid illicit “affairs, Prostitutes,

Homosexuality“.

BIRTH: “Middle-class “two-child “

against “unmarried “parents, large families,

unem ployed or low Wage eaTneTS「

“Smash the Family“is the slogan. WWhere Work-

ing class and unmarried parents are Concerned ,

the tories are doing their best to oblige. But no

communes for us as an alternative - they are just

denying us the chance to bring hp children at

all, and with your help if you support that sl08an.

In reacting violently against the CONDITIONS

of motherhood,leftists and feminists haye con-

cluded that the state of parenthood Was inher-

ently degrading and life destroying.My impr-

ession is that birth repression isn“t just a“capit-

alist plot“- but a mass modern neurosis too.、

Will it pass, or cripple our minds and our society

for centuries,like seX Tepression? At this Tate,

When thbe next generation sneak into Soho,it

will be to leer furtively at pictures of babies

and ˇwatch “strip-teasers “going 书Tough “the

motions of childbirth and breast feeding, While

dirty jokes will mostly concern large families.

Ecology

Maybe some people genuinely “believe that

“overpopulation“is a problem . Mainly its a

question of values,and whether you think the

end justifies the means if devaluing birth and your

0wn life. In a birth repressiye society, the compet-

itiveness We already Suffer from reaches its ulti-

mate pitch - you must proye, not just that you

deserve a job or a degree, but that you haye any

right to “latter up the planet at all. There is no

human way to devalue life. Just because people

dragged “to the sterilization cham bers

doesn “t W 3an that their lives are acceptable to

them .

The soft sell

Nowadays some population controllers have

developed a soft sell, in the face of third World

resentinsnt of their cTuder activities.(In post -

Ghandi india family planning posters Were ripped

down by the victims of forced sterilization、1

would like to rip them down in England BEFORE

the sterilizations begin ! )

The so ine goes you make birth control

avsitahl1 , and “raise “the standard of living

the bytl “ate W训 fall ofits own accord.「 In pIac-

tics whsre ths“availability“ is manipulative in its
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intent,it「s bound to be accompanied by eco-

nomic and social, if not legal, measures Which put

pressShre on people to conform “to the state s

Wishes。

Another soft line goes,旭here Women are liber-

ated and have wider horizons than domestic life ,

the birth rate falls.“This is true if you insert the

wWord “childless“before “women「, Mothers then

hayve added to their former 0ppressions the sense

of being inferior to other women and of failing to

live up to the modern ideal of a Woman, Which is

childless,employed,and haying a sWinging SeX

life.

 

 

However,where mothers are also counted as

women“and given some comforts,sSome Tights,

and some options in life, as they are periodically

by goyernments Wishing to raise the

the population duly rises - and is curtailed again

by withdrawal of the said benefits When the govt.

feels it has had enough. Childless Women neednt

suffer simply because mothers also have some

rights. But families ALWWAYS suffer when birth is

discredited and childlessness encouraged .

I urge all anarchists and libertarians to throw off

their preconceived ideas and fashionable slogans

and consider what the situation really is with

Tegard to Teproduction. Consider it, and do some-

thing about it before we too have to include

Preedom of Childbearing“in a list of demands

Which have come to seem utopian .

Kathy Perlo.、

This article Was abridged from a paper distributed

at the

_

Oxford Anarchist Conference,but not

discussed .

ANARCHO-ESCAPISM

(POLITICS & MOTIVATION)

Us Anarchists and “lefties are in a pretty

embaressing situation, Here We are ranting and

raving year after year, and no 0ne“8 paid a blind bit

of notice. Bven those We most Want to help,hear

what We think WrOng,hear our solutions then

burst out laughing. (Whom haye you just s8poken to

on the factory 《floor2) All in all the most our

propagands8 eyer done is balance out the sell outs.

So, We done about it? Gone back to the

drawing board? No fear, if we just carry on they人

eventually understand1!

Why hayenit We 如ought they could be right?

They could be aWare of something we havyen“t lit

up to,Maybe they listening “cause We“Te

talking Fubbish, We「ye never considered that

thought, Qn the Whole self-criticism 「s not been one

of our strong

Forty ye8r8 ag0 Voline said “the Russian

Revolution failed because the consciousness of the

people Went no further than getting rid of the Tsar

and co. Otherwise they were still firmly rooted in

“Tsarist Value8. That, he says, is how the Bolshiviks

justified themselyes, why others agreed,and how

they shippWrecked the whole affair.

Good old Emma Goldman agreed . So did Gustav

Landauer, Here「s what he had to say about the

state: 0Phe state is a condition, a “certain

contractual relationship between human beings, a

mode of human behaviour; We destroy it by con-

tracting

ˇ

other ˇrelationships, by

“

behaving

differently.“

Very nice, In

_

other words We are tbe state, We

are Capitalism, we are patriarchy 一 they have

Produced 48.

If weyre not careful,then,our revolution W议

also be a part of it,without potential,a mere

safety Valyve、Authoritarian Socialists are a classic

of this for Anarchists. We“re always going

onl about how their strategy is self-defeating. We

also can“t help thinking that their pathology for a

Party to control othel people「8“Welfare“comes

ffom a driye for control, power, importance and

SecUTity,as Well 48 social concern. It also comes

from their culture「s way of making people see

themselyes.

Although we Anarchists have rejected authority

and hierarchy,wWe“re in the same boat、 印e“Te

conditioned “not just not to look at 0ur

unconscious,but to deny its existance altogether.

It neyer occurs to us that 0uf Wants arent alWays

straightforward, that there are motives behind our

attitudes。

Together with this our culture (patriarchy)

teaches us to divide things black and white, good

and eyil (male and female), and makes us believe

the two aren“t always mixed.。 This dualism

constantly helps oppression. By blaming

something/someone outside“the system 「, pe0ple“s
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energies can alWays be Wasted on this instead of

getting to grips with the feat problem At first

this Was tbhe scapegoat,driyeii off to die in the

Wilderness, loaded with the sins of the community.

Nowdays it「s been the jews, the blacks, the arabs,

the War effort or inflation.

What this splitting also does is to de-fuse

revolution by giving us an eXCuse to Tun aWay from

the personal struggle Landauer Went on about. It

alows us to project and focus the problem outside

us. keep _ourselyves pure, loveable,secure,and

keep a shady self-respect by crIusading against ant

abstract problem:.

Many of our revolutionary ideas come out of

this: The postponement of change“t议 “after the

Tevolution“Where it is seen as an organisational

Te-arrangement: The role of propaganda 一 getting

the masses to fight this external pIoblem : The idea

that finally we will“take control over our lives“ a

if that,too,wWere something outside 0urselyes.

This allows us to make gestures at freedom

without touching the“yalues“, the world yiew that

Testricts 讨 、It「s like taking asprin for a stomach

Ulcer 一 you treat the symptom,Ieinforce the

CaUSe.

What it alsp means is that We hold our opinions

not We think true,but“cause

they make Us feel good 一 guerilla Warfare,m Ss

armed struggle; the war moyie fighting for the right

side fantasy. To be sure these also come from other

patriarchal “values“, in this case prick power as 乞e

means to change, but dualism is the central

Problem because it obstructs our aWareness of the

Others.

This explains why our revolutionary strategy has

not developed along With our analysis of the state

etc. It also explains our at sell-outs Who ,

forced by our rigid discussion to being either all

the Way in or all the Way out of tbhe m oyvement,

give up _when they come against the brick wall

instead of burying themselyes in the struggle. It

is not sim ply that“now they“re the enemy“,but

that they cast doubt on our insecure ideology.

As a result of all this I think that so far We

haye only been a reaction against patriarchy,it“s

safety-valye. If, worst luck, the revolution fell upon

hs, We Wouldn“t have the m8ans of the exXperience

to deal with it,For revolution to be feasible, it

must happen nowW, and Well before “the oyerthrowW

of the state“.

Finally,at the risk of turning No、30 into

“lssues Around the Women“s Movement“, Q

like to get my oar in and say how Ithink some of

its present “problems come “from Unclear

motivation. (Obviously this applies to groups with

whom Tve come into contact,as there「s no

“Women“「s Movement as such any mo0re thant

there“s an“Anarchist Movement70).
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Homosexuality“.
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ing class and unmarried parents are Concerned ,

the tories are doing their best to oblige. But no

communes for us as an alternative - they are just

denying us the chance to bring hp children at

all, and with your help if you support that sl08an.

In reacting violently against the CONDITIONS
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cluded that the state of parenthood Was inher-

ently degrading and life destroying.My impr-

ession is that birth repression isn“t just a“capit-

alist plot“- but a mass modern neurosis too.、

Will it pass, or cripple our minds and our society

for centuries,like seX Tepression? At this Tate,

When thbe next generation sneak into Soho,it

will be to leer furtively at pictures of babies

and ˇwatch “strip-teasers “going 书Tough “the

motions of childbirth and breast feeding, While
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deserve a job or a degree, but that you haye any

right to “latter up the planet at all. There is no

human way to devalue life. Just because people

dragged “to the sterilization cham bers

doesn “t W 3an that their lives are acceptable to

them .

The soft sell

Nowadays some population controllers have

developed a soft sell, in the face of third World

resentinsnt of their cTuder activities.(In post -

Ghandi india family planning posters Were ripped

down by the victims of forced sterilization、1

would like to rip them down in England BEFORE

the sterilizations begin ! )

The so ine goes you make birth control

avsitahl1 , and “raise “the standard of living

the bytl “ate W训 fall ofits own accord.「 In pIac-

tics whsre ths“availability“ is manipulative in its
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intent,it「s bound to be accompanied by eco-

nomic and social, if not legal, measures Which put

pressShre on people to conform “to the state s

Wishes。

Another soft line goes,旭here Women are liber-

ated and have wider horizons than domestic life ,

the birth rate falls.“This is true if you insert the

wWord “childless“before “women「, Mothers then

hayve added to their former 0ppressions the sense

of being inferior to other women and of failing to

live up to the modern ideal of a Woman, Which is

childless,employed,and haying a sWinging SeX

life.
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are Capitalism, we are patriarchy 一 they have
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also be a part of it,without potential,a mere

safety Valyve、Authoritarian Socialists are a classic

of this for Anarchists. We“re always going

onl about how their strategy is self-defeating. We

also can“t help thinking that their pathology for a
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The women「s movement has been one of the.fewW

truly revolutionary movements this century. From

the start讨 showed a clear aWareness of what 让

Was up against: “The ansWwer“Was rejected、 The

idea as personal property, something to fight for to

Win an arguhment,Iather than 8 Imeans to finding

common truths,Was thrown out,Patriarchy Was

ShoWn as the root opression , its personal and gTOUp

links explored、 The medieval notions of romance ,

love,motherhood and the nuclear family Were

questioned, criticised and often rejected. Through-

out, discussion “was “flexible, undogmatic and

personal。 Dualism “wWas largely absent、“The

Ievyolution“Was emasculated.

Recently, however, it has seemed to m 0ye closer

to the traditional left,Im “not talking about

“bourgeois softy yalues“,“lack of class analysis“

or any other of the arrogant put-doWns people

have levelled at feminists, but the increasing

presence of“black and White issues“, a mOYement

to a dogmatic ideology. This has alienated quite a

few women both inside and outside the moveIhent.

This is partly an angry Teaction to Tepeated,

bigotted attacks on issues like abortion and

motherhood from outside the moyement、These

can be more easily dealt with by a Teturn to “the

idea as tool/power/prick“ arguments of petriarchy,

where the battle is fought in an external arena. BUt

this is all secondary to the results from “the

Presence of so-called “feminist ment

behayve in the typical patriarchal mold: They

eXternalise the sexism,Imake讨 abstract, and then

construct and ideology Which sees the overcoming

of patriarchy in the FUTURE overcoming of

OTHER “MEN“S sexism; (by means of large

organisations, pTOpaganda etc.).
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The way they talk about their ideology 一 a

wallowing and a8gressive black/white dogmatism , is

used to back “up “their position and _make

themselyes safe from attack by their (dishonestly)

implied criticism; (men do this,I am a mani,

therefore I am criticising myself0)、Nonetheless,

their arguments have in many cases been accepted

as “the feminist

.At the same time their treatment of Women,

their sexuality,their conception of their role

rem ains the same. They 0pTess8 WOmen a8 before,

only now 讨 is more subtle, more insidious. They

are not“feminist men“for the cause of truth of

freedom from role,but for safety、O0n every

count they are attempting to regain the PoWer 0Ver

Women,the cheap security that feminists have

taken aWay from them. Like Erica Jong says,

they“re just using the best pickup line in the book.

Typically,the women「s movement has become

increasingly aWare of this contorted Imotivation

and its side-effects. Just as typical, the Anarchist

m oyement is far from close to Such an 8WareT1e$$.

And yet, if we Want to avoid the failures of the

past it is essential; we must Teexamine eyerything

from our motivation 0nwafds.

I can imagine this being labelled a“negative

article“、It would be so f it served up plastic

ansWers and mindlessly “re-affirmed「 the struggle“. 【
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The women「s movement has been one of the.fewW

truly revolutionary movements this century. From

the start讨 showed a clear aWareness of what 让

Was up against: “The ansWwer“Was rejected、 The

idea as personal property, something to fight for to

Win an arguhment,Iather than 8 Imeans to finding

common truths,Was thrown out,Patriarchy Was

ShoWn as the root opression , its personal and gTOUp

links explored、 The medieval notions of romance ,

love,motherhood and the nuclear family Were

questioned, criticised and often rejected. Through-

out, discussion “was “flexible, undogmatic and

personal。 Dualism “wWas largely absent、“The

Ievyolution“Was emasculated.

Recently, however, it has seemed to m 0ye closer

to the traditional left,Im “not talking about

“bourgeois softy yalues“,“lack of class analysis“

or any other of the arrogant put-doWns people

have levelled at feminists, but the increasing

presence of“black and White issues“, a mOYement

to a dogmatic ideology. This has alienated quite a

few women both inside and outside the moveIhent.

This is partly an angry Teaction to Tepeated,

bigotted attacks on issues like abortion and

motherhood from outside the moyement、These

can be more easily dealt with by a Teturn to “the

idea as tool/power/prick“ arguments of petriarchy,

where the battle is fought in an external arena. BUt

this is all secondary to the results from “the

Presence of so-called “feminist ment

behayve in the typical patriarchal mold: They

eXternalise the sexism,Imake讨 abstract, and then

construct and ideology Which sees the overcoming

of patriarchy in the FUTURE overcoming of

OTHER “MEN“S sexism; (by means of large

organisations, pTOpaganda etc.).

       

A 志纳木 政林 生
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The way they talk about their ideology 一 a

wallowing and a8gressive black/white dogmatism , is

used to back “up “their position and _make

themselyes safe from attack by their (dishonestly)

implied criticism; (men do this,I am a mani,

therefore I am criticising myself0)、Nonetheless,

their arguments have in many cases been accepted

as “the feminist

.At the same time their treatment of Women,

their sexuality,their conception of their role

rem ains the same. They 0pTess8 WOmen a8 before,

only now 讨 is more subtle, more insidious. They

are not“feminist men“for the cause of truth of

freedom from role,but for safety、O0n every

count they are attempting to regain the PoWer 0Ver

Women,the cheap security that feminists have

taken aWay from them. Like Erica Jong says,

they“re just using the best pickup line in the book.

Typically,the women「s movement has become

increasingly aWare of this contorted Imotivation

and its side-effects. Just as typical, the Anarchist

m oyement is far from close to Such an 8WareT1e$$.

And yet, if we Want to avoid the failures of the

past it is essential; we must Teexamine eyerything

from our motivation 0nwafds.

I can imagine this being labelled a“negative

article“、It would be so f it served up plastic

ansWers and mindlessly “re-affirmed「 the struggle“. 【

have tried to describe how I think we must start

again.。 日hether that is “positive“ o “negative「

depends 0n Whether y04 a8gTee.
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